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report comments from the audience. Accompanying viewgraphs immediately follow each
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Welcome and Introductions
Patt Sullivan welcomed the guests and introduced the first speaker, Karen Kaye.
STI Architectural Framework Working Group
Karen Kaye
Thank you, Patt. As you can see on our agenda, we have a pretty full day planned. I plan to
give a brief overview of the STI architecture, and then I'm going to turn the program over to
our speakers, each of whom is an expert in his speaking area (Viewgraph 1).
Our STI Architectural Framework Working Group was established by our program director
back in 1993 to address the questions that are involved in development of an STI architecture
(Viewgraph 2). Identifying the current and planned STI program functions was one of the first
things we had to address. We had to know what the program was doing in terms of
developing an architecture, and even though identifying our functions may seem like a simple
concept, it took a great deal of time and effort to do this effectively. We also addressed what
components make up the current and planned STI data processing architecture, i.e., what we
are using now to disseminate our information, to announce our information, to acquire our
information, to exchange our information, and what we will be doing in the future.
Of course, this is tied in with our modernization plan, which was fortunately effective in
gaining funding for modernization for the program. Another issue that we addressed was what
standards exist that can facilitate the interoperation and interchange of the current and planned
components. When I say components, I mean data, I mean information, as well as hardware
and software, etc. Standards, of course, are critical in terms of interchange and
interoperability, and in order to be effective for the STI Program or anyone else, they have to
have a cost benefit associated with them (Viewgraph 3). If we standardize, we can cut costs
and save money. We can also improve interoperability, scalability, and as I mentioned first,
reduce life cycle cost. We can also simplify the management process.
The program has an Engineering Review Board that essentially overlooks all of the projects
that are involved in modernization, including all of the procurements. The Board does
periodic evaluations of what's being done in light of other projects, and essentially blesses or
doesn't bless the plan that's under way. In order for the Engineering Review Board to do this
effectively, an architecture is needed to guide the process. Although we receive funding for
procurements, we didn't complete an overall architecture by the time we completed the
modernization plan. This shortfall occurred because we had a time frame that was very short;
the modernization plan was geared toward acquiring funding for modernization, and so we
wantedto get that plan out andget it done,andin fact, it waseffective.As I said,we did get
funding, but now we're goingback to makesurethat everythingis going to fit togetherin the
future andthat we havean overall architecturalplan.We alsowantedto emphasizethat this
architectureis an importantaddition to our modernizationeffort andwill be very important
during our transitionfrom thecurrentsystemsto theplannedsystems.
Now, I'm not going to readthe next slideto you, but if you want to take a momentandread
it yourself, this is essentiallya formal definition of theterm "standard"that wasput forth by
the InternationalStandardsOrganization(Viewgraph4) (A formal definition: "A technical
specification or other document available to the public, drawn up with the cooperation and
consensus or general approval of all parties affected by it, based upon the consolidated
results of science, technology, and experience, aimed at the promotion of optimum community
benefits and approved by a standardization body. ")
Of course, that's ISO and everyone knows that ISO deals with international standards. If
you're done, rll go on to the next slide (Viewgraph 5). Now this is very high level, and many
of you in the room have been working on standards and so don't really need any definitions at
all, but I thought I would mention that there are two major divisions among standards. One is
the de facto standard, which is a specification of a product or system that has a dominant
market share and which others tend to emulate. For instance, DOS is a de facto standard in
the minds of some. There are other de facto standards that we have been looking at such as
the emerging Adobe PDF format. Also, there are de jure standards, and these are standards
that were brought forth by a standards developing organization, an accredited organization,
such as ANSI, IEEE, AIM, and other organizations. Our government organization is NIST.
We have within the de jure standards, for example, standards dealing specifically with
hardware. For instance, we have standards that deal with electrical systems. Why are we able
to plug in a lamp in any outlet in the United States and have it work? Because the plug
conforms to an ANSI standard.
Now, going back to our architecture group, we essentially used a very standard methodology
to work on the architecture (Viewgraph 6). First of all, we had regular meetings and in the
minds of some of members, the meetings may have been a little too often, because it took
quite a lot of time and effort to get their work items completed. As you'll note further down
the list on my slide, we have work items completed by group members that were incorporated
into a finished document by our technical advisor, which is MITRE, and every member of
this "working" group essentially did work and produced a result that was presented to the
entire group for approval. Essentially, all our decisions were group-oriented. They were by
consensus. We had an emphasis within the group on the FIPS, because NASA, as a civil
agency, must comply with the government standards put forth by NIST. We also emphasized
industry standards such as IEEE's POS1X standards, NIST's APP, POSIX.O (OSE), and other
standards such as the emerging standards that we think will be important to STI in the future
(Viewgraph 7). In terms of the document that will come out of this group, we are planning a
review of the document by NIST, but we need to get the proper approvals to have that
happen. I mentioned the POSIX OSE reference model and noted that this was very important
to us. In fact, the group started with this, and it was a way of looking at the essential
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organization,of usingcommonterminologysuchasapplicationssoftware,application
platform, externalenvironment,interfaces,etc. I'm not going to go into anymoreon POSIX
OSE,becausewe aregoing to heara speakerlater todaywho is anexpert in this areaand
will tell you everythingthat you want to know aboutit. So, at this point I want to turn the
floor over to Dr. Lynwood Randolph,who is going to talk to you aboutOSI and TCP/IP. Dr.
Randolphessentiallyis representingNASA in addressingquestionsrelatedto this issue.
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OSI and TCP/IP
Lynwood P. Randolph, Ph.D.
First of all, I'd like to thank you for inviting me to share this information with you
(Viewgraph 1). I've been on two sides of the issue with respect to Open Systems
Interconnection Transmission Control Protocol/Intemet Protocol (OSI TCP/IP) On the one
hand, I've been on the policy side of NASA. I have helped to formulate and to pull together
the agency's policy with respect to the open systems environment. On the other hand, I have
worked very closely with organizations within the NASA environment that are required to
implement this policy, and I have heard from them quite vigorously in terms of some of their
concerns over the issue itself and how we can resolve it.
I'd like to first of all acknowledge the help and assistance of my colleague, Louise Goler-
Brittain from Booz, Allen and Hamilton, who is here with us, who helped to construct the
majority of this presentation, and I want to thank her publicly for doing that. Now, I'd like to
start by, one, at least outlining to you how I will present the material that I have. First of all,
the presentation is outlined in terms of some background information on the issue of OSI and
TCP/IP. That's going to be followed by a statement of what the issue really is, and when I
say really is, I mean the issue as it was, effectively, in September 1993, before a panel was
appointed to publicly address the issue. I'm going to talk about something called the Federal
Internetworking Requirements Panel (FIRP) report, its recommendations, NASA comments on
those recommendations, what the next steps are, and finally a little about the draft report that
I just received yesterday on the FIRP report.
Now a little about the background. The whole issue of OSI and TCP/IP is an issue that has
been around for some time. About ten years ago, the Federal Government began to look
specifically at open systems interconnection (Viewgraph 2). What would we have do in order
to put together a system that would be recognized world-wide for communications data, as
well as information that has to do with video, as well as image? It was hoped at that time that
OSI products would be produced in abundant numbers, that the vendors and such would
continue to develop and support the development of products, and produce more products,
and that the government and industry world-wide would make substantial investments in OSI.
Also, there was a companion effort underway in the world of Internet. Incidently, both of
these efforts were funded by the Federal Government.
The Internet Protocol Suite (IPS) was a process th_lt was associated with the Internet and it
was a rather informal process in terms of standards. The development of standards generally
requires a consensus which is documented by voting. But in the Internet process, this is rather
informal and no specific voting is taken. The vendors were basically taking a wait-and-see
attitude with respect to the Internet Protocol Suite. They weren't sure how much of the
development was going to take place. And the primary drivers, at that time, were the Federal
Government in terms of the defense and research industry, as well as some members of the
research community itself. The TCP/IP suite itself had set up a standard protocol, and this IPS
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runson what'scalleda TCP/IP layer,which is comparableto the network layer for OSI. The
report itself, principally a reportfocusingon theFIRP work, will concentrateon the Internet
ProtocolSuiteandthe network layer with respectto OSI. The FederalGovernment,in
adoptingand moving forward with the OSI standard,publishedwhat is known asGOSIP,
which is the GovernmentOpenSystemsInterconnectionProfile (Viewgraph3). It's the
FederalInformation ProcessingStandard146.It waspublishedin 1988,but before that time,
therewasa considerableamountof work performedto determinewhat OSI would become.
GOSIP,Version2, wasmandatedby theFederalGovernmentin October1992,which meant
that all procurementsrelatedto communicationsandapplicationsthat hadfunctionality related
to GOSIP,mustconform to theGOSIPstandard(Viewgraph3). TheGOSIP standardwas
expectedto displacethe IPSand otherproprietaryprotocols.Incidently, GOSIP,Version 3, is
forthcoming.But the useof IPScontinuedto grow. It grew at a very rapid paceand, in fact,
hasreachedthe statuswheretherearesome21,000networksin the Interact, andthere is
reportedto besomethingon theorder of severalmillion users.The developmentof IP
productshasproliferated.They saturatedthe market,muchmoresothanOSI products.And
to that extent,theseproducts,theIPS products,are lesscostly andmore readilyavailablethan
theGOSIP products(Viewgraph4). As a result,thereis a needto developperhapsmore
GOSIPproductsandto somehowgive manufacturersthe incentiveto producemoreGOSIP
products. GOSIPproductshavenot beenwidely implemented,asI haveoften stated,in
Federalagencies.NASA is one of them; NASA investedin GOSIPproducts,but to a large
extenthavenot usedthose;they'vesimply procuredthembecausetherewasa procurement
mandate,but they havenot put them in use.
Instead,manyof the Federalagencies,includingNASA, haveusedexclusivelyIP, primarily
becauseof their long history of operation.Well, this is somewhatof anembarrassmentfor the
FederalGovernment,becausethe FederalGovernmentis supportingbothof thesetypesof
protocols.So,therewasa formal needto addressthe issue(Viewgraph5). In Septemberof
last year therewasformally appointedan interagencygroupto look specificallyat this issue
and makesomerecommendationsfor theFederalGovernmentto comeforward.That'sthe
essenceof this report.
The group formally appointedto addressthis issueis known asthe FIRP, the Federal
InternetworkingRequirementsPanel(Viewgraph6). It wasappointedby NIST in September
of 1993,and it hadthe strongendorsementof manyof the interagencygroups,including the
FederalNetworking Council and theFederalInformationResourcesManagementPolicy
Counsel,FIRMPOC, which hasits emphasisprimary onGOSIP.FIRP memberswereto look
specifically at requirementsandmakerecommendationsto NIST for resolving theconflict.
The FIRP panelwasestablishedwith ninemembersappointed.It is chairedby Diane
Fountainefrom the Departmentof Defense(Viewgraph7). You will note that this is the panel
that representsall Federalagencies.They wereandcurrentlyare two NASA personson the
panel,Mr. RicharddesJardinsof the GoddardSpaceFlight Centerand Mr. Milo Medin of
the Ames ResearchCenter.Both havebeenvery activeparticipantson the panel.You will
note they are the only two from any singleagencyon thepanelof nine memberschosenby
NIST to look specifically at this issue.I might point out that its not coincidentalthat these
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two gentlemenareon the list. They'reworld-wideexpertsin their fields, andthey're
recognizedthroughoutthe FederalGovernmentfor their contributions.
The FIRP took its dutiesvery seriouslyandput forth a charter(Viewgraph8). The charter
wasbasicallyto look for both short-termand long-termintemetworkingissues.To make
recommendationsfor the convergenceof thesetwo competing protocolsuites,IPS and OSI,
they lookedspecifically at the proliferationof proprietaryprotocolsand someof the other
relatedissues,which includedthe comparativestrengthsandweaknessesof both of these
protocols.Neitheronecanactuallysustainthe operationsaswe would like to seethem.What
kind of supportstructuredo we havefor OSI aswell asIPS?What'sthe role of proprietary
protocolsuites?What aresomeof the stringentsecurityissuesthat are involved?What are
the externalrelationships?We arenot operatingin a vacuum;NASA hasseveralinternational
partnerswho areprimarily concernedwith interoperationandcommunicationaboard.So,
what specificallywould our internationalpartnerssayaswe makespecificrecommendations?
FIRP put forth a ratherambitiousscheduleof having its first meetingin October(Viewgraph
9). Moving right throughthe list, I seehereon thechart,they areon track.They do have a
final draft reportthat I just receivedyesterday,andthey areon schedulewith the
recommendationscomingforth. We will talk aboutthosein just a moment(Viewgraph 10).
The panel itself generallydid not go off anddo its own thing, but they interpretedtheir
charterratherbroadlyand said, "Let's look at thewhole process.Why arewe doing this?
What hasdriven us to this particularsituation?Let's look at the processandlet's move very
promptly in termsof our charterandcomingforth with somerecommendations."
They outlined a report that they weregoing to produce(Viewgraph 11).They aregoing to
talk specifically aboutrequirements.What is it that drivestheseagencies?What's the
principal driver for agenciesin termsof communications?What aboutinternational
interoperabilityfor trade?How is that affectedby thesetwo protocols?Somethingaboutthe
standardsprocess- how it operates,and how it will operateparticularlywith respectto two
different protocols.Somethingaboutthetechnicalissues;but they won't spendtoo much time
on that.A little abouteconomicconsiderations,andfinally, the recommendationsthat they
weregoing to bring forth.
Oneof the thingsthey did wasto determinethefocusof Federalintemetworking(Viewgraph
12).Basically, what arethe requirements?They lookedat the requirementsprimarily from the
standpointof processandstructure.What arethe core requirementsnecessaryfor agenciesto
communicate?They also identified somethingthat hadbeenreportedearlier in a documentby
the National PerformanceReviewanda very usefulconceptknown asAffinity Groups.They
lookedat requirements,both from a functionalpoint of view, aswell asa characteristicpoint
of view. Functionally,thereareconventionalkinds of thingsthat mustbe considered- the
requirements,messaging,informationretrieval,transactions,composites.What aresomeof
the characteristicsof affordability, security,interoperability,accountability,manageability?
Finally, what specifically aretheseso-called"affinity groups."Affinity groupswerenamed
specifically in Vice PresidentGore'sNationalPerformanceReviewasbasicallygroupswhich
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havefunctional interests,shareinformationelectronically,andpossesscommoninformation
technologyrequirements.Thus, anaffinity groupis, for instance,the ICCN, which is the
NASA InteragencyCouncil on ComputerNetworks.The FNC is anaffinity group, andyou
canthink of a numberof affinity groups.STI could be,andis, an affinity group sharing
informationelectronically.There is a lot of emphasison affinity groupswithin the report,and
this is just a brief definition of what anaffinity groupis.
Oneof the broadinterpretationsof therequirementsinvolvesthe vision for information
transmittal (Viewgraph13).TheFIRP lookeduponthe informationinfrastructureasproviding
a seamlessway of communicatingthroughoutthe country,bothwithin Federalagencies,as
well as amongFederalagenciesandthe public at large.The FIRPbelievedvery strongly that
therehasto be,andtheremust be,strongleadershipif this is to takeplace,and not only in
termsof words,but alsoin termsof deeds.The FIRPput strongemphasison the OMB for
that leadershipbecauseof its resources,policiesand its oversightfunction. In termsof
policy, OMB producesmany regulationsandguidelinesthat documenthow Federalagencies
operate,andof courseOMB doeshavesignificantoversightfor information technology.The
FIRP believesvery strongly in its recommendationsthat the OMB should takea strong
leadershiprole in this information technologyinterchange,primarily in resolvingthe issue
with respectto TCP/IPandGOSIP,or OSI.
Next, a few words aboutthe internationalsituation(Viewgraph14).TheFIRP (andthis is the
report from the nine-membergroup)believesvery stronglythat internationalinteroperability
comesprimarily in havingFederalagenciesthat operateon the internationallevel "do the
right thing," They shouldwork specificallyin termsof their missions.They shouldwork with
their fellow foreign partnersto selectmissioncritical choices.Thosechoicesthat will enable
them to carry out their missionsveryeffectively. Agencies,aswell asthe affinity groups,
shouldwork closely togetherwith their internationalcounterpartsin developingand fostering
tradeandcommunication.FIRPbelievesvery stronglythat successfulinternational
interconnectionproducesproductsandservicesthat areavailableandare recognized
internationally.They note the importanceof basingFederalinternetworkingon internationally
availabletechnologiesandsolutions.The panelalsostronglyrecommendsthat therebemore
participationby the FederalGovernmentin industryconsortia,andstandardsorganizations.To
a largeextent,the FederalGovernmentis taking a backseatin termsof theseorganizations,
primarily becauseof the lack of resourcesfor travel;but unlessyou areon the forefront, and
unlessyou are involved in the standardorganizationsin producinganddevelopingthe
standards,you simply aren'tonly going to reactwhenthosestandardscomeforward.
Oneof the morecontroversialrecommendationscomingout of the FIRP report, involves the
standards process itself and the so-called hierarchy of standards that are recommended by this
particular group (Viewgraph 15). The first is not too controversial: they feel very strongly that
in terms of hierarchial standards, the first standards should be open, international, voluntary
standards developed by a development group. Second, the national voluntary standards or
consortia standards, should be those that are considered. But the third, the proprietary or
common use standards, should be considered. This recommendation has received considerable
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criticism from a numberof parties,bothon the international,as well asthe national front, and
I'll talk a little aboutthis nearthe endin termsof whetheror not this particular
recommendationwill go forward. I alsopoint out the internationalstandardsare rather formal.
The ISO, which is the InternationalStandardsOrganizationand theITU, which is the
InternationalTelecommunicationsUnion, sanctionedby the United Nations,are formal
standards-developingorganizations;they haveformal membership;andhaveformal
documentedprocessesfor developingstandards.On the otherhand,the IP Suite is supported
by a groupknown asthe InternetEngineeringTaskForce(IETF), andthat task force also
developsstandards.But this standarddevelopmentprocessis lessformal than that recognized
by internationalstandardsbodies.There is a greatdealof concernover this informal
mechanismthat IETF usesin developingits standards.Onerecommendationthat will be
madeis that the IETF's processbe adoptedandusedfor developingFederalstandards.At the
end of the report, rll point out that this recommendationwasnot taken in the final report,and
it will not be adoptedin this particularformat.
It is felt very strongly by thegroupthat the GOSIPstandardshouldbeaccepted(Viewgraph
16). It recognizesmanyof the benefitsthat GOSIPhas.It alsopoints out someof the
shortcomings.A shortcomingis that this standardmust beusedin all situationsandthat other
competingstandardscannotbe,or shouldnot be recognized.The report takesexceptionto
this; it supportsthe developmentandcontinueduseof GOSIP,but it stressesthat
modification may benecessaryin orderfor GOSIPto be more recognizedand to bemore
useablein the future.The report alsoputsspecificemphasisuponthis. I seeone of my
colleaguesherefrom NIST, who I'm sureis taking notes(Viewgraph17).The report points
out that it really stressesthat NIST shouldidentify and formulatepreferredstandards.A
hierarchyof standardsshouldbeconsideredon the technicalmerits,but alsotake into account
the marketplaceand the costs.Thereshouldbe coordinationwith the mosteffective affinity
groups,andtheseaffinity groupsaredefinedwith respectto their commoninterestand
commonsharinginformation. It also stressesthat the agencies,like NASA, shouldbe more
active in working with standardsdevelopmentorganizations,attendmoremeetings,participate
in helping to developstandards.It hopesthe Governmentwill developand mergeinto a
single interoperablestandards-basedinterconnectingor internet-workingenvironment;at least,
that'sthe objective.
Let mejust mentiona word aboutsomeof thetechnicalaspectsof the report (Viewgraph 18).
Oneof the conclusionsdrawnby theexpertswasthat there is no singleprotocol that will
satisfy all of the requirementsthat arenecessary,neitherthe OSI protocolnor the IPS. And
therefore,eachFederalagencymust look toward accomplishingits missionfirst, what it needs
to accomplishits mission,the useof appropriateprotocolsto accomplishthe mission,and the
availableresources- the availableproducts,supportinginfrastructure,and plansthat exist
within the FederalGovernment.You cannotsimply mandatepurchaseof a given product if
the product is not availableor if the supportingstructureis not thereto provide the backup
that you need.Onerecommendationwith respecto theeconomicshasto do with the fact that
it is very difficult to assesstheimpactof oneor the otherof theseparticularprotocols,
primarily becausenonewill satisfyall the requirements.So,theremust be a mixture in terms
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of putting togethera systemto satisfythe agencies'missionsandneeds.It is further pointed
out that the future demandfor OSI productsis uncertain(Viewgraph19).The demandfor
thoseproductsnow is much lessthan that for IPS products,primarily becausemanufacturers
havetendedto bundleIPS productswith their own products.So, you canbuy a given
computerwith certainIPSproductsalreadyon it, but you can'tdo that with OSI products
(Viewgraph20). Thereare,however,someOSI productsthat arebeingwidely acceptedin the
industry, primarily the X.500directory serviceaswell asthe X.400 mail service,sothereare
advantagesto productsof bothprotocols.
Let me skip over to recommendations. The FIRP comes forward with a series of six
recommendations. The background for the recommendations is that there is a vision that the
FIRP has for interconnection; it is to provide a full range of integrated communications, for
voice, for data, for imaging, for faxing, for Federal agencies, both within Federal agencies as
well as among Federal agencies and their trading partners. To obtain such a vision, it believes
very strongly that there is integration across Federal agencies for intemetworking (Viewgraph
21). It feels very strongly that there should be clearly-defined and formalized responsibilities
for operational support for these particular evolving structures. And as such, the FIRP made
five specific recommendations: the first simply states that the role of oversight and integration
across the Federal agencies for intemetworking should be strengthened specifically within the
Office of Management and Budget, with the strong emphasis that the OMB should be the
driver in this whole process. I will come back in just a moment to give you the final
recommendations (Viewgraph 22).
These were recommendations that were in the draft report, which was sent out for comment;
the comments have come back; and these recommendations have been revised. Before I
finish, I will give you the final revised recommendations (Viewgraph 23). Number two, the
role and responsibility for fostering these standards and assessing technology changes should
be focused and strengthened through the Department of Commerce. Recommendation number
three (Viewgraph 24). I won't read through that, it's a long one to read. You have a copy.
You can read it just as well as I, but the emphasis here is that responsibility for infrastructure
development should be the core responsibility. I believe very strongly that there is a tie-in in
terms of making communications available through this particular vehicle. In recommendation
number four, they put strong emphasis on GITS which is the Government Information
Technology Services Working Group (Viewgraph 25). The fifth recommendation has to do
with OMB Circular A-119, which has to do with Federal participation in developing voluntary
standards (Viewgraph 26). It recommends that the policy, OMB A-119, should be revised to
reflect a wider range of interests, specifically in the area of international standards for the
purpose of internetworking.
Now these were the recommendations that were contained in the FIRP report. The FIRP
report was completed and circulated for comment to Federal agencies, including NASA, and
this was done in February of this year. NASA reviewed the report and the comments were
principally provided by the ICCN, which is NASA's Intercenter Council on Computer
Networking, the organization that has responsibility for networking. NASA's review of the
report was that, overall, it was a very pleasing report (Viewgraph 27). NASA felt and
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recognizedsomeof the shortcomingsthatGOSIPhad. It also madesomerecommended
changesin termsof how GOSIPcould bemoreuseful andemphasizedthe primary role of
Federalinternetworking.That wasNASA's overall comment.
We did have,however,somevery specificcomments(Viewgraph28). Specifically, we felt
that the report sometimeswasmoreof a salespitch for the IPS than it shouldhavebeen,that
perhapstherewere strongcomponentswithin thecommunityfor that. Also, we should look
very carefully at this whole ideaof recommendingproprietaryprotocols.This goesagainstthe
grain of formal standards,andwe werea little cautiousaboutthat. We wantedto point out
that it shouldclarify specificallythe rolesof IITF and GITS with respectto interconnection
and internetworking.And someof our specificcommentswere that we felt that the agency
shouldbe held accountable.We wantedto know how the FIRPproposesthat this bedone.
The reportmentionedthe affinity groups(Viewgraph29). We were really concernedwith the
exact role of the affinity group.What is anaffinity group?How could an affinity groupbe
usedto formulateanddevelopthe standards?NASA's commentswereforwardedto NIST and
madeavailablefor public review.
As it turnsout, it waspickedup by the newsmediaandour commentswere includedin an
article reportedin theGovernmentComputerNewsof theMarch 21 issue(Viewgraph 30).
Reporterstend to put spin on a particularcoverage.They excerptedfrom our report certain
words and madeit appearas if we werenot wholeheartedlysupportingthe FIRP report.We
are.But this is the way the article waswritten. It alsopointedout thesignificant skepticism
of NASA's comments.Well yes,we wereskeptical,but we did supportthe report.Just a word
of cautionthat wheneveryou put forth a report andwhenevera reporterasksyou specific
questions,you must be at leastknowledgeableaboutwherethat report is headed.In any
event,we were reportedin GovernmentComputerNews on our "lack of support"for the
FTRPreport.
Commentswerereceivedfrom a numberof places,andin fact, eighty-onecommentswere
receivedon this draft report (Viewgraph31). Reportedly,six Federalagenciesmade
comments,includingNASA. The summaryalso statesthat the reportwas favoredtwo-to-one
by thosemakingcommentswithin theUnited States,but commentsfrom outsidethe United
Stateswerethree-to-one,opposedto thereport,andtheir commentsalsovoiced strong
concernfrom the standardsorganizations,theISO andITU. Now thosecommentsall went
back to the panel.The panelreviewedthosecommentsover the last month,andthey have
subsequentlycome forward with the draft copy of their final report.I receiveda copy of that
just yesterdayfrom oneof the membersof the panel.What thedraft report simply statesis
that therewerecommentsreceivedfrom twenty-twoprivatesectororganizationsandfrom
twenty-eight individuals within the United States.The commentstook exceptionwith someof
the report'semphasison proprietarystandards.It voicedparticularconcernover the
propositionthat the IETF shouldbeconsideredequivalentto an internationalstandards
organization.This wassomethingthat the majority of thosewho respondeddid not subscribe
to.
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If you go back to recommendationnumberone,the final reportwill come forward with the
recommendationwhich readsasfollows: The role of oversightand guidancefor integration
acrossFederalagenciesintemetworkingactivitiesshouldbestrengthened.After due
consideration,thepaneldroppedthe considerationfor OMB. Therole of oversightand
guidancefor integrationacrossFederalagenciesinterconnectingactivities shouldbe
strengthened.By whom?It simply shouldbe strengthened.So, that'sonerecommendation.
The next, recommendationnumbertwo, wasnot changed.Recommendationumberthree
remainedunchanged.Recommendationumberfour remainedunchanged.Recommendation
numberfive waschangedcompletely.Recommendationumberfive has to do with the OMB
Circular A-119. In effect, it haseliminatedthat particularrecommendationandhascome
forward with the following statement:The currentGOSIPpolicy shouldbebroadenedto
include appropriatestandardsdrawnfrom both theOSI andthe IPSprotocol suites.It simply
statesthat thereshouldbea combination.
Now the panel, in makingthosefive recommendationsandhaving reviewedthecomments
that havecomefrom otherorganizations,cameforward with a sixth recommendationthat was
not includedin this original report,and that recommendationis asfollows: Theexisting FIRP
panel shouldreview the final implementationplansfor Federalinternetworkingthat are
developingasa result of theserecommendations(Viewgraph32). A steeringgroupshouldbe
establishedto review annuallythe Federalagency'sprogresstowardachievingthe
intemetworkingvision outlinedin this report(Viewgraph33). In essence,what thepanelhas
said is that they feel that therecommendationsthat arecomingout of this report shouldbe
implemented;thereshouldbe a plan put forward;and thereshouldbeanannualreview of
that plan. Basically, it simply asksfor all Federalagenciesto developa plan for
intemetworking,for that plan to becoordinated,andfor thereto be anannualreview of that
particularplan.
Now, asa result of all of thesedeliberations,NASA hasbeenvery forthright in termsof what
it proceedsto do. Before thefinal reportwasdelivered,membersof the ICCN proceededto
put togethera working groupto modify its existingplanswith respectto GOSIP.NASA
alreadyhasa managementplanfor GOSIP.It hascompletedimplementationplans,but those
plansjust focuson GOSIP.The ICCN is now looking forward to incorporatingthe
recommendationsin the FIRP report andto makethoserecommendationsknownwithin the
agency.
Now one questionis, what'sgoing to happento the FIRPreport?(Viewgraph34)The report
goesfrom the committeeto NIST, to the Departmentof Commerce,andtherethe final
decisionswill bemadein termsof sustainingthe recommendationsor not. We'renot sure
what'sgoing to happen.We, asan agency,are trackingthis activity alongwith manyothers,
andwe have anextremeinterestin what'sgoing to happen,but we think that we haveat least
madeaneffort to structurethis activity by havingour peopleinvolved reactivelyup front in
the areaof standards.
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A Concise Introduction to MARC
Randall K. Barry
MARC, the acronym for MAchine-Readable Cataloging, is a term that has come to mean
different things to different people in relation to library automation (Viewgraphs 1 and 2).
Although it traces its origins back to a pilot project involving a small number of libraries, it is
now almost impossible to touch upon automation in libraries without somehow involving
MARC. Its use has expanded beyond libraries to a growing number of related institutions and
professions.
Despite MARC's expanding use, not all professionals dealing with it understand what it is or
why it's important. Many people who think they know what MARC is do not know that
MARC is not a system; it is not cataloging roles--it is a data record structure. In order for
library managers and automation specialists to make wise decisions on the choice between
different MARC formats and MARC-based systems, they must become "MARC literate".
The explanations that follow provide a concise introduction to MARC. They cover the
elements of the MARC record, the formats that have developed around them, MARC's
function in various institutions, and related topics such as its relationship to other standards,
for example, Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). I've geared my treatment of
MARC to those who may be unfamiliar with it and perhaps even with data processing.
My presentation will not provide all the information needed to actually work with MARC
records or systems. To do that requires study of the MARC formats themselves and hands-on
training with a MARC-based system. What I hope to provide is the groundwork for
understanding MARC and a bridge to the technical MARC documentation that I'll mention at
the end.
A MARC record consists of three basic elements: the record structure, the content
designation, and the data content of the record. The first of these, the record structure, refers
to the standardized way the information is organized. It follows agreed-upon principles and a
finite set of encoding rules. The MARC record structure was originally developed as part of a
library automation effort funded by the Council on Library Resources in the mid-1960's. The
MARC Pilot Project, as it was called, was led by the Library of Congress and involved 16
other libraries of various sizes and types that wanted to encode their catalog information in
machine-readable form and exchange it with others. The data structure developed for use in
the MARC Pilot Project went on to become an American national standard (ANSI Z39.2) in
1971 and an international standard (ISO 2709) two years later.
The primary design characteristic of MARC is the division of character data into
variable-length records (Viewgraph 3). Many other (non-MARC) data structures are designed
around a fixed-length record (Viewgraph 4). Since the amount of information recorded from
one bibliographic item to the next typically varies, a fixed-length record structure did not
suffice. Internally, MARC records are composed of both fixed and variable-length fields,
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however.The recordstructuresupportsdefinition of fixed-lengthelementsbelow the record
level for thosepiecesof bibliographicdatathat lendthemselvesto fixed-lengthdataelements.
(A majority of fields definedin MARC arevariablelength.) Fields maybe subdividedas
well into oneor more fixed- or variable-lengthsubfields.TheMARC fields and subfields
containthe actualdatacontentthat is gatheredaccordingto otherstandards(suchas
catalogingrules).
As I alreadymentioned,a MARC recordconsistsof threebasicelements:the recordstructure,
the contentdesignation,andthe datacontentof the record(Viewgraph5). I'm going to spend
a few minutestalking abouteachof thesein moredetail.
A characteristicthat distinguishestheMARC recordstructurefrom otherdatastructuresis the
way fields arepresentedandreferencedin therecord(Viewgraph6). EachMARC record
beginswith a specialfixed-lengthfield calledthe "Leader."Following theLeaderis the
Directory listing the names(tags)of other fields in the record.The last portion of the record
is the variablefield data.This segregationof theMARC recorddata into threestructural
componentsmakesit easierto updatea recordwhenfields andsubfieldsareadded,modified,
or deleted.The threepartsof a MARC recordaredefinedasfollows:
The Leader: a fixed-lengthfield consistingof 24 characterpositions,occurringat the
beginningof the record.It containsimportantrecord-levelinformation identified by
relative characterpositionandhasno tag, indicatorsor subfieldcodes.
The Directory: containsthe three-charactertag, four-characterfield length, and
five-characterfield startingposition (relativeto the first characterposition following
the Directory itself) for eachfield in the record.The Directory follows the Leaderwith
no precedingseparator.Eachentry in the Directory is madeup of 12characters;thus,
the lengthof theDirectory, althoughnot fixed, shouldalwaysbe a multiple of 12. A
specialcontrol character(hex 1E) signalsthe end of the Directory andthe starting
point "0" from which field locationsarecalculated.
Variable fields: the otherdata in therecordareencodedin variablefields in the area
following the Directory. (Note: It is possibleto definefixed-lengthfields for this area
aswell.) This usually constitutesthe largestpartof the recordin termsof numberof
characters.Eachfield in this portionof a MARC recordendswith the samecontrol
characterastheDirectory (hex 1E); thus,this characteris generallyreferredto asthe
"end-of-field" character.The endof the entirerecordis signaledby the
"end-of-record"character(hex 1D). (Note that theend-of-recordcharacterdoesnot
replacethe end-of-field characterat the endof the last field.) Viewgraph7 illustrates
the samebibliographic informationshownin someof the earlier slides.This time,
however,the dataare formulatedaccordingto the trueMARC recordstructure.
To allow fields (and subfields) in MARC records to vary in length, they are marked explicitly
by what is referred to collectively as the "content designation." Fields are identified by
three-character tags. Tags are usually numeric, although the MARC structure does not limit
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tagsto numerals.(No implementationof MARC is known to haveuseda combinationof
alphabeticandnumericcharactersin a single tag,however.)(Viewgraph8) Tagsmay be
further qualified by alphanumericcharacterscalled "indicators."Most implementationsof
MARC defineup to two indicatorpositionsassociatedwith eachtagdefined. Indicators are
placedbeforeanyotherdatain variablefields.Evenwhenoneor bothof the indicator
positionsis undefined,blanksareusuallysuppliedto reservethe spacetheytypically occupy
after the tag. This simplifies field processing.
Subfieldsin MARC recordsareidentified by subfieldcodes,usually consistingof a single
alphanumericcharacterfollowing a specialcontrol character(hex IF) called the "delimiter."
Someof thesecontrol charactersareusedin otherdatastructuresasseparators.MARC
contentdesignationis whatmostpeoplethink of whenthey think of MARC records,but
contentdesignationalonedoesnot meandataconform to oneof theMARC formats.
The MARC recordstructureandcontentdesignationdefinedto beusedwith it are the
vehiclesfor transporting(communicating)data.BecausetheMARC recordstructureis so
flexible, it canbeusedfor all sortsof data.The datacontentof MARC recordsis character
dataof manykinds. It may be lettersof the Latin alphabet,numerals,signs,symbols,special
characters,lettersof alphabetsotherthanLatin, etc.The machine-readabledatacontentof
MARC recordsgenerallyreflects thenatureof manualinformationfrom which it is encoded.
The datacontentof a MARC recordcapturesthe sameinformationasthe source,often
enhancingit by the explicitnessof theassociatedcontentdesignation(Viewgraph9).
(Information available implicitly in printed documents, e.g., indentions indicating paragraphs,
are marked explicitly in MARC records.)
MARC content designation makes it possible to eliminate some characteristics of printed
information when it becomes the data content of a record. Bold-face type is not carried over
in the data content itself, but can be associated with the related content designators used. The
most important function of the data content of a record is the by-products it supports. The
words, titles, phrases, sentences, names, codes, etc. in MARC records are used by
MARC-based systems to provide access (retrieval) and produce output products (display and
print products). The structure (Viewgraph 10) and content designation (Viewgraph 11) alone
would be of little use. The data content of a record would be equally useless without the
structure and content designation inherent in MARC records (Viewgraph 12). All three
elements are essential to the usefulness of MARC records.
A MARC format defines the list of valid data elements for specific types of records
(Viewgraph 13). One format may contain specifications for more than one related record type.
In USMARC, there are currently five formats defining 20 different record types. The list of
data elements is usually organized according to their occurrence in the MARC record; thus,
data elements found in the Leader are described first, followed by the Directory, and finally
the variable fields. Since so many implementations of MARC use numeric tags, variable
fields are generally organized numerically in ascending order, although they may not be used
in that order in MARC records.
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Variablefields areusuallygroupedinto largeblocksbasedon the highestorder digit. In most
of theexisting MARC formats,the highestorderdigit broadlycategorizesthe kind of data
that canbeexpectedin the field (Viewgraph14).The definition of format blocks in the
MARC format for authoritydata is consistentwith thebibliographicformat for many field
groups.The definition of blocks in the otherUSMARC formatsshowssomeof the same
consistencyto blocks in other formats.In principle, new USMARC formats attemptto usethe
samefield tagsfor defining dataelementssimilar to thosein otherformats.
Below the field level, someparallelismin the definition of specifictags is alsoseenin most
MARC formats(Viewgraph15).Specificdigits may function asmnemonicdevices,
regardlessof the higher-leveldigit in thetag. Strict applicationof this principle is difficult,
however,becauseit forcesmanyavailablefield tagsto be reserved.The bestexampleof
parallelismin tag definition is in the 1XX, 4XX, 6XX, 7XX, and 8XX fields for bibliographic
recordsandthe 1XX, 4XX, and5XX fields for authorityrecords.In thesefields the second
andthird digits havethe samemeaningin fields with differenthighestorder digits. For other
field groups,this kind of parallelismwasabandonedin favor of usingthe fields for other
kinds of data.For local information,MARC accommodatesthe definition of local data
elementsby reservingthe digit "9" in tagsandsubfields.Most MARC systemsmakeuseof
locally defineddataelements(Viewgraph16).
A growing numberof recordtypeshavebeendefinedin numerousMARC formatsto
accommodatea varietyof datatypes.The numberof MARC dataelementsin theseformatsis
variedand large.Varioustypesof materialcanbe accommodated.(Viewgraph 17).Despite
this, the numberof dataelementsthat areheavilyusedis rathersmall.Peoplewho usethe
MARC formatsregularly becomevery familiar with the subsetof dataelementsthey needall
the time. Most MARC recordsincludeonly a fractionof thetotal numberof availabledata
elements.When theoccasionalneedto encodeunusualinformationarises,only thenare
MARC usersusually forced to refer to MARC documentation.Library catalogersin particular
find themselves"speaking"in termsof MARC tagsafter very little exposureto them.
The first useof MARC was for bibliographicdatain theUnited StatesandCanada
(Viewgraph 18).Five separateMARC formatsfor different typesof bibliographicrecords
(books,serials,maps,music,andfilms) weredevelopedbeforebeingfinally combinedinto
oneconsolidatedformat with new contentdesignatorsfor two other typesof material
(computerfiles and archivalmaterials)addedin the process.By the time of that consolidation
into a one-formatdocument,useof MARC hadspreadto everycontinentexceptAntarctica.
In most cases,the U.S. versionof MARC wasusedasa model,but somelibertiesweretaken
with the dataelementsdefined.Thus, it wasnecessaryto begin referringto the MARC used
in the U.S. asUSMARC, to differentiateit from other "dialects"of MARC. The MARC
recordstructureis commonto themall, but the formats(i.e., lists of valid dataelements)can
differ.
Even after the consolidation of the seven USMARC bibliographic format specifications into
one document, USMARC retained some of the separateness of the early years until format
integration (approved in 1988 and being implemented) made any data element valid for any
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typeof bibliographic item. Foreign(i.e., non-U.S.)implementationsof MARC still vary from
fully integratedformatslike UNIMARC to separateformats,like the MARC formats usedin
Russia.
After the first few yearsof useof MARC for bibliographicdata, the same record structure
was used to develop formats for authority data. Many of the bibliographic content designators
(i.e., tags, indicators, and subfield codes) were applied to new types of data. Since then three
additional USMARC formats have been developed in the U.S., accounting for the MARC
format for holdings data, classification data, and community information. (Viewgraph 19).
Recently, experimentation has even been done with using the MARC record structure for full
text. I'll mention the experience of trying to apply the MARC record structure to full text in a
few minutes when I talk about the relationship between MARC and SGML.
It is important to note at this point that MARC should not be confused with cataloging rules
such as the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (2nd edition). Cataloging rules or other
guidelines are applied in the formulation of information, whether in print or machine-readable
form. Although elements of cataloging rules and information gathering policy do effect the
way MARC formats are used, a conscious attempt has been made to keep the design and
maintenance of the MARC standards detached from cataloging rules and policy.
Hundreds of vendors now market MARC-based computer systems. Systems are available that
run on most platforms, from micro (PC) systems to large mainframe computers. As the
variety of MARC record types and formats has increased, many vendors have enhanced their
systems to accommodate wider uses. In fact, the desire of some vendors to expand their
markets has helped to push MARC into new industries. These systems can be used to create
and/or process MARC records.
MARC is pervasive in libraries. Most large libraries take a large portion of their cataloging
from MARC record suppliers called "bibliographic utilities." The most well-known of these
are OCLC (the Online Computer Library Center), RLG (the Research Libraries Group), and
WLN (the Western Library Network). In Canada, ISM now serves as a major bibliographic
utility. OCLC and several European networks are now vying for dominance in Europe. The
situation in other parts of the word is not as clear.
Current MARC-based systems provide users with a lot of functionality not present in earlier
systems. The first MARC-based systems functioned primarily to produce printed library cards
and communicate bibliographic data to other libraries. Now MARC provides compatibility
between different information systems, sometimes allowing organizations on opposite coasts
to search each others' databases. At other times, MARC simply allows one organization to
migrate its own data to a new system internally without having to massage or convert data to
a new format.
Once institutions have their data in a MARC format and loaded to a MARC system, most
find the design aspects of MARC improve retrieval and the ability to produce output products.
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Many institutionsundertakesubstantialimprovementto their dataat the sametime as
conversionto MARC.
The key to moving to MARC is theselectionof a MARC-compatiblesystem.The selection
of a systemshouldbedonewith a few basicfunctional requirementsin mind (Viewgraph20).
The systemshouldbe ableto import andexportMARC records.It shouldbe ableto create,
modify, and deleteMARC records.The movementof datafrom onedatabaseto another,or
oneMARC-basedsystemto another,shouldnot result in any dataloss.This is generally
called "round-trip compatibility." Lastly, a MARC bibliographicsystemshouldbe ableto
handlethe bibliographiccharacterset.Therewon't be time to talk aboutthe USMARC
charactersetstoday,but I want to at leastmentionthat thereareuniquefeaturesin
bibliographiccharactersetswhich MARC-basedsystemsneedto beableto handle,
particularly in the areaof specialcharactersand modified (accented)letters.
The challengeof conversionto MARC shouldalso not beunderestimated.Sincethe MARC
formatsinvolve a high level of data "granularity"(manypiecesof informationmarked
explicitly), somedatabasesdo not lend themselvesaseasily to conversionto MARC.
Characterset problemsarealsoencountered,particularlywith foreign languagedatainvolving
accentedletters.Fortunately,manyMARC systemvendorsprovideextensiveconversion
services,and somedatalacking in a sourcefile canbe generatedby default during
conversion.Sincethere is a lot of competitionin the marketplace,the cost for these
conversionserviceshasbeengoingdown. They alsooffer training for staff who may know
nothingaboutMARC.
There is a commonmisconceptionthat theencodingof datausingthe MARC formatswill
soonbe replacedby StandardGeneralizedMarkupLanguage(SGML), the highly successful
standardizedapproachto encodingfull text. This misconceptionis basedon the observation
that most documentsencodedusingSGML contain informationthat is bibliographicin nature.
The SGML dataelements(that is, tags,entities,etc.) usedin the headerandfront matterof a
full-text documentoften havea relationshipto the MARC dataelementsdefinedfor similar
information in bibliographic records.Although therearesimilaritiesbetweenSGML and
MARC, thosewho jump to the conclusionthat MARC canbeabandonedin favor of SGML
areoverlooking importantdifferencesin the designand intendeduseof eachstandard.
SGML and MARC are alike in that they provide a standard structure for machine-readable
information. This structure facilitates the maintenance and exchange of information. Each
standard is non-proprietary, which means that they can be implemented without having to pay
a royalty to the original developers. (Off-the-shelf SGML and MARC implementations are for
sale, of course.) There is quite a market for SGML and MARC hardware and software.
MARC (ISO 2709) and SGML (ISO 8879), as standards, facilitate the exchange of
information between divergent systems and provide the basic framework for bibliographic and
full-text data that have gained world-wide acceptance and use. Conformance Io standards
increases the marketability of products and promotes the exchange of information among a
variety of sources.
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SGML andMARC aredifferent,however,in someof the functionality they were designedto
support(Viewgraph21). MARC wasdesignedfor largenumbersof brief records.SGML, on
the otherhand,wasdesignedto accommodatelargequantitiesof datacontainedin single
"instances"(documents).The structureandsyntaxassociatedwith SGML-encodeddocuments
wasdesignedto makethe processingof full-text datasystem-independent.Any SGML-smart
system(that is, an applicationcapableof interpretinganSGML DocumentType Definition
(DTD) and instancesof its use (documents)conformingto a specificDTD) shouldbe ableto
makesenseof the structureandcontentof an SGML-encodedtext. Dependingon the level of
markup,the SGML encodingcansupporta wide varietyof print and/or display features.
SGML markupwill also supportcontext-sensitiveretrieval,basedon indexingof data
encodedwith specificSGML tags.
SGML is highly hierarchical,with manytagsoccurringwithin othertags.MARC is less
hierarchical,with little embeddingof dataelementsinsideoneanother,exceptthat fields do
containsubfields.The hierarchicalnatureof thefull-text markupallows systemsthat are
processingdocumentsto makeindexingdecisionsbasedon the relative importanceof words
andphrasesthat appearat varioushierarchicallevels.The ability to identify the hierarchyof
text in a documentis generallyminimal in traditionalword processingformats,thusthe leap
toward SGML. In termsof standardizationof implementations,SGML is still young. Since
SGML is only a structuralstandard,standardimplementationsof that structureareneededfor
variousdocumenttypes.At presentthereis considerableduplicationof effort in the
developmentof SGML DTD's and systems.
Although the MARC recordstructurewasdevelopedfor different kinds of data thanSGML,
thereis certainly overlapin someareas.As alreadymentioned,MARC wasdesignedfor
catalogingdatawhich aretypically conciseanddense,packinga greatdealof intelligence
into a small numberof characters.The averageMARC recordis only 1,500characters,
functioning asa surrogatefor the catalogeditem. SGML wasdesignedto full-text documents,
which for eventhe shortestinvolvesmanytimesthat numberof characters(andperhaps
imagedata).The MARC formats,which areimplementationsof the standardMARC structure
(/SO 2709),define dataelementsdesignedto makeoptimumuseof small amountsof datain
a machineenvironment.Thesedataelementseasily supportthe functional requirements(print,
display, retrieval)of bibliographicdata.ProportionallymoreMARC dataelements(tags,
subfield codes,etc.) aredesignedto supportindexingandretrievalof bibliographicdatathan
arefound in SGML dataelements,wherea majority of tagssupportsdisplay andoutput
requirements.
The precisionandconsistencyneededfor catalogingdatahaspromotedthe developmentof
standardizedcatalogingrules for bothdescriptionandchoiceof accesspoints.Theserules are
reflected in the implementations of the MARC record structure which are also highly
standardized. In the United States, only one implementation of MARC is used m USMARC.
Other implementations exist (e.g., UNIMARC), but they do not enjoy the world-wide
acceptance of USMARC or the support of so many national libraries and computer system
vendors. This high level of acceptance of one implementation of a data structure is one of the
reasons MARC is so successful. Anyone with a MARC system can usually read in and
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processUSMARC data. The capability to import and export bibliographic data in some
standard MARC format is almost always provided by systems. Full-text systems do not enjoy
this level of standardization, and will not, even with the advent of SGML, until a small
number of implementations of SGML have become well-established.
At some point it will certainly be possible to convert the structure of bibliographic data from
a MARC encoding to SGML. Work has already been done to develop an SGML DTD
(Document Type Definition) for the USMARC data elements. At present, however, MARC
users have felt no pressing need to change the way bibliographic data are encoded or
processed. Newly defined MARC data elements now provide links from MARC records to
full-text SGML documents (or other non-bibliographic entities, like image data or audio).
Libraries may never have to seriously consider any encoding for bibliographic data other than
MARC.
So far this discussion of MARC and SGML has been from one point of view: data currently
encoded following the MARC structure might be encoded using SGML. It's also worth
mentioning that it was suggested that the opposite might also be feasible; that is, encoding
full-text using the MARC structure. There was even a pilot project several years ago to use
the MARC record structure to encode full text. A tentative MARC format for full text was
designed, and portions of an important library text (Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd
edition) was even converted. Certain basic features of MARC did not make it well-suited for
large amounts of text, however. It also became clear that certain limitations in the design of
MARC made SGML far more suited for encoding full text, the inability in MARC to embed
tags within other tags and. the maximum MARC record length of 99,999 characters being the
most noteworthy.
It appears that both MARC and SGML have their own niches in the computer age. The two
have shown themselves to be compatible, although designed for different applications. It is
important that experts in each structural standard be aware of the needs and uses of the other
so that library materials in machine-readable format and bibliographic information about them
can be easily integrated.
Machine-readable cataloging, and thus MARC, was the direct result of a crisis in libraries in
the early 1960's. Libraries, particularly large ones like the Library of Congress, were having
increasing difficulty keeping up with the distribution and filing of printed catalog cards, were
experiencing reduced success in maintaining the alphabetical arrangement of the cards
produced, and were running out of room for catalog card cases. MARC solved those problems
and provided the means to vastly increase services to library users.
It is the standardization of and the conformance to the MARC record structure and formats
that now allow data to be exchanged between systems and facilitate data use, storage,
movement, and processing. MARC has also been a cornerstone in the development of
networks and intersite information retrieval. Those that can provide their data in the MARC
format open doors to potential users and facilitate participation in the growing global
information community.
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MARC hasprovento bean invaluablevehicleof standardization,not only of bibliographic
data,but of data in general,charactersets,andnetworking.Adoption, or at leastdevelopment
of interfaceswith MARC, proveultimatelyvaluableto anyorganizationthat has information
to share.The Library of Congress'Network DevelopmentandMARC StandardsOffice is the
maintenanceagencyfor theUSMARC formats(Viewgraph22). The office is also the focal
point for work on MARC in generalandcoordinatesa USMARC advisorygroup called
"MARBI" that meetsin conjunctionwith theAmericanLibrary Associationtwice a year.The
Office also representstheU.S. internationallyin IFLA andotherorganizationsthat work with
standardsfor library information. It publishesthefive USMARC formats,aswell assix
USMARC codelists, andotherUSMARC documentation.For more informationon MARC
andrelateddocumentation,don't hesitateto contacttheoffice in Washington.
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Open System Environments
Fritz Schulz
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I am the manager of the Distributed Systems
Engineering Group at NIST. Today, I want to talk about Open System Environments
(Viewgraph 1). That's a tag line, it's non-parseable. It's a token; you have to take it as a sort
of a brand label, and it means certain things to a number of communities that are scattered
around both the project community and the standards community (Viewgraph 2). I am going
to focus my discussion for a particular customer. I am going to characterize that customer by
giving you a scenario. You're a project manager. You've just been given the job and you
realize there are problems out there somewhere, but it's a nice day and you've just gotten your
promotion, and you just have a shiny new badge and a clean desk for the first time in a long
time - and the last time in a long time. You've been given the responsibility for integrating a
number of information systems and making sure they work, and you've just begun to realize
that some of those systems are not in your chain of command, but it's clearly in your job
description that these systems must work together.
For instance, you have a system that is a repository of information and must be made
available to a customer set. Most of those customers aren't in your information systems
organization. They may be within NASA or some other part of the Federal Government.
Indeed, there may be taxpayers out there or businesses, aerospace industries, that need to
exchange data with you. As part of your responsibilities, you need to establish good
coordination, interchange of data and so forth.
But there's no program mechanism for establishing that at this point, for establishing the
capability for doing that. You can't mandate standards on this customer set. As a matter of
fact, more often, they are mandating to you what standards you'll use, and in many cases,
they don't line up with the technology that is already in the procurement pipeline of the
project pipeline for your organization. You don't have the skill set currently deployed able to
handle that kind of technology. What do you do? Well, you start up a Distributed Systems
Engineering (DSE) program. There's a good answer; that's not your total answer. But it's the
part that talks about consensus specifications and how to handle what we call standards. I
want to create a little bit more of a spectrum of specifications that you need to deal with in
your program.
Heterogeneous distributed systems (Viewgraph 3). What do we mean by heterogeneous? It
means a number of things, but it's mostly about acknowledging reality. Heterogeneous means
multi-vendor. It means your procurements will always have more than one vendor who can
satisfy your procurement need; thereby, you get fair procurements. Multi-vendor also means
that no single vendor is going to be able to supply your information technology needs over
the breadth of the whole information system or a distributed system that's in place. As I have
mentioned before, many of the systems that you'll be interacting with are in completely
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different organizations, many of which aren't in the government, and they have their own
procurement practices and their own procurement drivers as well.
So, you will never be in a position to assume what brand name is on the other side of that
wire or interacting with your applications software. Heterogeneous means multi-vendor.
Heterogeneous also means multiple kinds of technology. In any of five or six key technology
requirement categories, there will be multiple solutions, each of which will carry its own
advantages and disadvantages. Your organization will see fit to deploy multiple solutions in
different places throughout your distributed system. You'll have to choose different
technology because your needs will be different in spot areas. In some places, you might use
OSI; in some places you might use TCP/IP; in other places, you will use ISDN, and there are
a number of other solutions that are coming to the floor. We'll get to those in a few moments.
We can put the reference model up, and I can wave and point and wave my hands around a
little bit and give you some of the alternatives.
So, heterogeneous means at least multi-vendor and multi-technology incorporated in your
distributed systems. Now, let's go and talk for just a moment about some definitions. These
slides give some definitions, and I am not going to go through them in detail (Viewgraph 4).
What do you mean by open systems? Well, that depends on your objectives. This was a
heavily, heavily negotiated definition. But it does a couple of things for programs. My focus
here is on establishing the tools a program needs to get consensus in place and establish some
strategic directions. For example, a system that's sufficient to .... What's sufficient? We beg the
question here. Sufficient open specifications. You expected to see standards there instead of
open specifications, didn't you? No, you won't see standards there; there are real reasons for
using the term open specifications. For interfaces, services and supporting formats, you saw
an excellent presentation just a few moments ago that focused very well on the data format
area.
Data formats are the only open-ended area that we see throughout this whole engineering
approach to enable properly engineered applications software to do the following things.
There are three capabilities. It must be ported. It must interoperate with other applications
software scattered across the distributing system, and it must interact with users in a style
which facilitates user portability. That's when people sit down at a computer. We don't want
to have to retrain everyone; we want to be able to make some assumptions about what's
happening out there across the Interact or wherever people are touching our data. We need to
have some assumptions and conventions in place so that we can write our software so that
they know how to interact and use our data and so forth.
These are programmatic level capabilities. There are many, many other capabilities that don't
need to be established at the programmatic level, but one of the key objectives of DSE/OSE
is to identify those questions which must be addressed at the program level. We wanted to
find the questions that could not be addressed in isolation and package those up and to make
decisions in those areas at the program level and then protect those other decisions - protected
for the people who are trying to get the rubber against the road and get some work done and
not bog them down with decisions that are taken at too high a level, for no apparent reason
other than the fact that a decision was possible, so someone went ahead and did it. These
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questionsandthesecapabilitiesareoneswhich mustbe addressedat the programmaticlevel
properly engineered,by the way.
I skippedover that fairly lightly. You cando the right thing at theprogramlevel, but if you
don't follow goodengineeringpractice,you will not achieveportability; you will not achieve
interoperability;andyou will not havea commonmethodof interactionwith the usersdespite
the fact that you mandatedstandardsandthat they are in use,in fact. Throughout
organizations,you canactuallyhavethosestandardsbe usedand fail to achieveportability,
interoperabilityanduserinteraction.So, we needto payattentionto both the specifications
andthe engineeringpractice.Now, we talked aboutopenspecifications.We didn't duck that
question.We saidthey werepublic specificationsthat aremaintained,not written --
maintainedby an openpublic consensusprocessto accommodatenew technologiesover time.
Don't build ourselvesinto deadendswith standardsthat areinconsistentwith international
standards:let's migratetoward internationalstandardswheretheyappear.
Openspecificationsarea very, very importantprogrammatictool (Viewgraph5). Thereare
legally andpolitically defensiblemethodsfor applyingopenspecificationsto both
procurementsandengineeringorganizations.And they arean importantmechanismthat lets
you addresstheproblemthat therearen'tenoughstandards.Despitethat therearea whole lot
of standards,therearen'tenoughstandardsto addressany singleproblem.You must go, kind
of on a scavengerhunt, go out thereandfind specificationsthat meetyour needsand leverage
consensuswhereyou find it. It maynot be recognized;it maynot be total consensus.It may
be confinedto a particulararea,andtherecanbea lot of very goodreasons,legitimate
reasons,that you can't find the standardfor something,but usethat consensuswhereyou can
get it. We havea rule of thumb that we usein the OSEprogram:"Sinceconsensusis so
expensive,get all the consensusyou canget for free andthenonly pay for as muchconsensus
asyou canget away with." What that meansis, if you look at thetotal costfor a single
standard,pick any standard.I don't evencarewhat it is. Multiply out all the staff hours and
the travel cost and the salaryof the peopleandso forth andso on; you will find a number
that will horrify you. We don't encouragepeopleto do this, becauseit may guaranteethat
managementwill not supporta standardscommitteeeveragain,and we needparticipationof
the standardscommittee.But they arevery, very expensive.
Use that consensuswhere it exists, because if you don't use it, you will have to duplicate that
cost on your program. Go ahead and multiply that out and put it against your program cost.
You will have to duplicate that cost for a smaller consensus set. And there is another fact of
life: The larger the consensus set, the longer it takes and the more money it takes to get there.
If you are aiming for a worldwide consensus on every standard that you are going to need,
it's going to take you a long time and it's going to cost you a lot of money. You need to tune
the level of consensus that you will accept on specifications that don't require international
consensus. So, open specifications are a key cost saving tool for programs.
I present two other definitions, portability and interoperability (Viewgraph 6). Definitions are
extremely important in three different forums. I won't say we wasted a year, but we found
ourselves three different times, often with many of the same people in the room, having to go
back a year and start over again to get a clear definition of what these things were, and
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everybodyknew what it wasat thebeginning.Portability, interoperability.We know what
thosethingsmean.Everybodynodsandwe moveon.Well, we camebacka year later and we
wrangledfor a while, andthenwe settledon our definition and movedon. Thesetwo aren't
the only wordsthat that kind of thing canhappento. Thereareotherwords that eachdifferent
standardscommunityor eachdifferentprojectis going to haveto settleon, but peopledon't
believethis. It soundscrazy,but you canhold yourselfup a yearby not payinga little bit of
attentionup front andmakingsureyou've got cleardefinitionsto someof thesethings.By the
way, manyof thesepeoplehadthesedefinitionsreversed.That'show little consensus,how
little understanding,we hadat the beginningof our conversations.
Now, if you don't know whereyou aregoing,any road will do. This is where we were going.
And the way it worked out, the process that we arrived at may be somewhat useful to you.
Although I am not a big fan of process standards, and I certainly don't encourage you to do
the same thing any other group is doing, because process has to be tailored to an
organization, let me give you the flow that we used to arrive at this set. These two were
important objectives up front (Viewgraph 6). This activity was pursued in a program context.
By the way, NASA was very involved in the early days; this is a six-year project. This ballot
that's going on at the international level has taken six, almost seven years, to get to this point.
There is a lot of policy that is involved. Whether you want to use that word or not, it has
large implications for how standards committees and organizations pursue their business and
coordinate with other people. So, that's part of the reason that it took so long. NASA has
been involved in this for some time. Many of the centers were involved. I'd like to get
involved with you folks and make sure that you are aware of some of the things that came in
critical times.
So, programs addressing needs, making a clear connection to user requirements, and being
driven by user requirements were key objectives here. The rest of these are sign posts along
the way (Viewgraph 7). They were added when we came to a fork in the road and said, "We
can meet these objectives by going this way or by going this way." And each one of these is
a sign post that says, "Well, we'll go this way." And this is a sign pointing to the direction
that we took. For instance, you can achieve these by picking a single vendor. I mean, it's a
trivial case, okay, but there are other ways to do this as well. What we said was, "We're
going to intercept the standards process, and we're going to be working with the standards
process to accelerate it or tune it or do what can be done with the standards process to make
sure the right things get done." Accommodation of new technology m you can build yourself
into a dead end very, very easily. It's surprisingly and shockingly easy to build yourself into
dead ends, and we've seen that on a number of occasions.
Application platform scalability and distributed systems scalability are two objectives. We
combined the bullets because we wanted to keep them to a small number. But this means that
you can put many different kinds of platforms on a distributed system, and if that distributed
system is designed in such a way, you can put on special purpose processors, such as tech
search engines, or realtime process control for industrial automation, or for other kinds of
process control.
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Someof you maybe involved in or may have been involved in some process control type
activities. Distributive systems scalability is an attribute of the system as a whole, not of any
given platform or any given communications media (Viewgraph 8). But there are many
aspects that require architecting in the global sense or just below that level that need to be
involved as well. So, we are aiming at both of those objectives. These were sign posts along
the way, and we think there's a lot of lessons learned and insight that filtered into our work as
a result of that. And those are our objectives, and this is the approach we took. Anybody in
here a systems engineer? Or have systems engineering in their deep, dark past? Okay. You
folks. This is Systems Engineering 101. Say there is an interface and there is a black box on
Side A and Side B. These three words cost us more trouble than anything else that we did all
the way through, including application portability and interoperability. These were little speed
bumps along the way compared to these things.
I'm going to give you the snap definitions of these, and then I think you will see how
confusing things got for a period of time. Interface is just a boundary. It's a place. It's that
infinite plane between two things of zero thickness. It's just a place. Something that penetrates
that boundary is called a service. It's exchange between two things or two entities on either
side of that boundary. Now, a requirement. Remember, I said we were going to be driven by
user requirements? A requirement is a statement of need for a particular service, at a
particular interface. That's what a requirement is, okay? Nothing else is a requirement. There
are other kinds of requirements, okay? But we label these service requirements to distinguish
them from many of the other types of requirements. We say we need this service at this
interface. That's a unitary requirement.
Now, if you have need for the same service at a different interface, that gives you a different
requirement, and you may do other things in that other area to satisfy that requirement.
Requirements are used to drive the selection of standards, and they stand alone and stand
separate from a selection of standards. I've got a list of standards over here. I've got another
book over here that gives me my requirements. A lot of people say, "Well, what are my
requirements? My requirements are for Posix and for X-Windows, TCP/IP." I say, "No, no.
We need to identify those requirements separate from the specifications, because these things
evolve." We've all seen that, probably at close range, in the recent past. And in the immediate
future, too. Because it goes on and on and on.
So, the programmatic principle is that you get a clear statement of user requirements and let it
drive the selection of standards and define them separately. There will be different people in
different organizations following different principles - updating and modifying your standards
base and your requirements base. So, we've got our objectives; we know where we are going;
and we've got our approach. Now, what interfaces, what specific interfaces, and what specific
services are involved in meeting those objectives? Not many.
rm going to flash this up here (Viewgraph 9). rm not going to talk to this slide because it
lies a lot, okay? It says, oh, there are two interfaces and three things. Okay. Two interfaces,
just two. That's a number anyone can handle, right? Well, it's not true at all. There are four
interfaces. Four interfaces. One, two, three, four. (Speaker indicates the four interfaces on the
viewgraph.) Notice that there is a thing on each side of those interfaces. And we've
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characterizedthe typesof specifications;we've characterizedthe services;we'vecharacterized
the test technologythat needsto be in placeto validateandverify andcite performanceto the
standardsthat areassociatedwith servicerequirements.Let me stepthroughthem very
briefly.
Let's startwith the applicationplatform.Application platform is that box you pick up out of
the peanuts in the cardboard box and drop it on your desk. You haven't loaded any
applications on it at all. It's everything that is wrapped up in there, though. It's systems
software; systems software is in here. Operating system, drivers, schedulers - all those kind of
good things are in there. There's hardware in here. One of our major principles is for us, at
this level, at the program level, is this: "Don't open that box!" Resist all temptations to open
that box. People have opened that box and we have seen careers go down in flames. We've
seen all kinds of interesting things happen when people open those boxes at the program
level. Someone does need to open those boxes. Leave it to the people who are trying to get
the job done. Let them pick the technology that they need to have. There is a wide variety of
technology that goes in this box.
Application software. Everybody knows what application software is. You walk out of
CompUSA holding it in that little bag, and you pull it out, and it is on a little disk. That's
applications software, and a major principle of the program is to maintain a clear distinction
and a clean interface between those two things, because you're going to buy some of these,
and you're to build some of these, and these things need to work together, and especially in
situations where what you buy needs to interoperate with what you buy. The API
specifications are going be what you're going to mediate. There are a lot of uses for the
specifications that lie on this interface. Now, I have just described the two things that are on
each side. We tend to think of this as a source code listing for applications programs. The
reason that doesn't work for everything is because you buy a lot of these and you never see
the source code. But that's okay, I don't mind. We'll get back to that in just a couple of
minutes. I've got a source code listing, and I want to be able to write that software so that it
will ride on this platform and work in a distributive environment.
What specifications do I give to my programmers to be able to protect my investment in that
software? The answer to that question is what specification winds up on the API? Those
books on that programmer's shelf E that's a very easy way to characterize it so that
everybody understands what that is. There are other ways to characterize it. And that set of
specifications has other effects besides being used for your programmers. It also characterizes
the services that you need from your application platform. Say I am going to buy a platform.
And I know what population of software is going to run on that platform today, because I am
replacing something that's over here right now. But I don't know a year from now or two
years from now what software is going to be running on that platform. So, I want to
characterize that platform in terms of what services I think I am going to need from a
strategic point of view, and I am going to commit my organization to a long time down the
road. So, APIs also have a lot of implications for selection on its platform. Now, the other
three interfaces share an interesting property. They are all accessible and are physically
characterized from outside the application platform. You can see them when you walk up to
your platform, if this is a platform that runs on a distributed system.
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Let's start overhere.Human-computerinterface.Thesearepeople,you know. They arethat
really challengingelementof anydistributedsystemthat getsyou into the mosttrouble at any
time, at anypoint, and theyarevery difficult to characterize.They arenot linear andthey do
all thosekinds of interestingthings.Whatdoesa human-computerinterfacelook like? What
do the specificationslook like? They look like humanfactor specifications.They say, "Here's
a pictureof whathappenson the screen.And if you doubleclick on this little regionof the
window, this is what a window looks like; if you doubleclick on this little region, something
happens."You characterizewhathappens,andthenyou describethis in a style guide type
form. It's also morethan that. It's anyway that information technologyinteractswith people.
Thereis a human-computerinterfaceon the telephone;it's thebuttons.And it's two-way
audio.That will very carefully describebandwidththat is availableat that interface.It's audio,
video; its mice,keyboards,displayscreens,everything- everyway that peopleinteractwith
the information technologyis on this interface.
Let's go over here. These are world-class bad names and also a very good example of what
happens when you have to negotiate something at the international level. These things are
actually physical media. We're starting to get into the territory that our previous presenter
covered quite well. These are physical media. They are physical things that you could pull out
of any machine. It's your CD ROM; it's a cassette tape; it's a disc cartridge; it's anything that
you could pull out and carry away the stored data. There is no protocol here m just data
storage and retrieval. The specifications that sit on this interface are of two kinds. They form
kind of a matrix. The first kind is physical media. And physicists get involved in this kind of
thing m pencil, string, thickness of the oxide, the amount of magnetic flux it takes to flip a
bed from Point A to Point B, etc., etc. All that kind of physical characterization _ the size of
the disc, and where the holes are in the center, and so forth and so on. Physical media.
(Viewgraphs 10-20 are included for informational puposes.)
The other kind of specifications are media independent data format specifications. Media
independent data format says,"This is what a document looks like," or "This is what an ASCII
file looks like," or "This is what an audio string looks like," -- or a video sequence, or a still
picture, or a bibliographical record, and so forth and so on. There is a whole world of
discussion that needs to go on just on that side of the axis on this interface. Those are two
kinds of specifications: media specifications and media independent specifications. Media
independent data format specifications.
Come on over here. Communications services. This is protocol. And everything that is out
here is all the infrastructure that's out there that let's your application platform talk to other
people's applications platforms. The phone switching fabric for the world is in there. The
satellites, the XI25 pads, the routers. Everything is out here. Now, those are the four
interfaces. Four interfaces. There are many others and one might say, "Are they not suitable
for standardization?" We say, "Might very well be." These are the objectives that we have.
These are the interfaces that are associated with; these are the objectives associated with the
interfaces here. Let me give you an example of an interface which is eminently suitable for
standardization but isn't showing up here. Back plane bus. BME bus, multi-bus, future bus -
all those kinds of things that you'll slip neat cards into inside this application platform. But
why isn't it on here? Why do we not want to open the box here? The reason is that
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applicationportability is oneof our primary objectives.If this applicationsoftwareknows
whatbus it is running on, that is not portablecode,andyou don'twant to havethat stuff
hangingaround,exceptin caseswhereyou haveto wring everylast little bit of performance,
or someothercharacteristic,out of this applicationplatform.At the programlevel, you don't
want to makea buschoice.You leavethat to the peoplewho aretrying to get the job done.
Oneof our objectives is to get test technology in place to verify services and standards in
each one of these interfaces. I think I may be retired before that happens. The reference
model. Many people to whom I've talked about this being a Rorschach test see this as a
technology model. They see technology when they use this. We talk a certain way to that
kind of person. Other people see this as a programmatic description. This is a mapping of
program responsibilities and a diagram that lets us identify who's responsible for what in a
very clear and unambiguous way and negotiate the resolution with parties that we don't have
any control over. One of the tools that a program can use is to cite the standards community
in this sense. The POSIX 1003.0 has passed U.S. national ballot; it's now at the international
ballot. You can point to this document and use the consensus that has been arrived at there,
and the understanding that's been negotiated, and the vocabulary, and so forth where it's
possible to do that, and you can really get your groups focused on the real issues.
This really is a program description and somewhere on your program. You probably need to
have someone identifying your program's responsibilities in each one of these four areas.
We've talked to people in programs who don't want to get involved in one or more of those
specifications. Now, my group is the Distributed Systems Engineering Group, so we carry that
one step further, and we talk about a complete distributed system. No new interfaces; no new
entities. You've seen all this before, but this is what it looks like, and this diagram becomes
very, very helpful in having discussions. When you say, this is our program, and by the way,
these are that people we're having to deal with. These are the people completely outside of
our control and you can begin to adjust and tune, you know, and get some credibility on your
program as to how much you can drive these things and how much you need to respond to
specifications on each one of these different areas. Now, there is a clear winner in each one
of these areas. We expect that never to change; we never expect to see one solitary winner,
there's always going to be. For instance, right now, in the APP, we have 35 standards here.
Thirty-five individual standards that have been cited. One of those is always up for public
review. Some of those are nearing their obsolescence stage. Some of those are brand new and
haven't achieved widespread use, but there is a clear need there. We've had to pick a winner.
So, there is always going to be a lot of life cycle. Think about it. Just 35 standards. We
haven't seen a program yet that hasn't needed on the order of 100 standards. Managing that
process and knowing where they're going and getting migration strategies in place and
synchronized is a very difficult thing to do.
Let me give you the ones that we see as the center right now. Like I say, there is something
in place. They don't work together well. But we are working on that. Let's see. Human-
computer interface, IEEE-1295, used to be called Motif. Motif kind of won in the
marketplace. Finally, all parties have agreed to that and IEEE-1295 is the API for human-
computer interface. The style guide that's associated with IEEE-1295 is a document that was
put out by OSF. In a considerably simplified version, it's also available from IEEE.
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Information services,file systems,thePOSIX .1 standardandPOSIX .4 realtimefile systems
addressthis. SQL is for structureddata.Okay,that is thecenterof consensusfor structured
dataasopposedto file type data.Compservices-- comp serviceshere,the APP cites two.
Onepointsto the GOSIPspecification.Anotherpoints to the ISDN specifications.We see
bothof thosewith the ISDN mergingandevolving towardATM.
Now, for the protocolside.We're alsolooking at a numberof other interestingalternatives
here.The NII is driving this area.Thereis a furious churn herewith a lot of froth in the air.
The powersystemspeople,oddly enough,bring forth a very intriguing scenario.They say,
"We've cometo realizein runninga wire out to everybody'shousethat we needto havean
insulatordown the centerof that copper,and no reasonnot to usea fiber going down the
centerof that, a glassfiber, which we canthenusefor communication."You may not have
noticed,but you haveanoption for reducedcostby letting thepower companyturn off your
waterheateroncein a while. And that'sthechanneltheyproposeto useto talk to your water
heater.No reasonyou can'tuseit for movieson demand.There'sanenormousbandwidthon
that channeland morethananyothercarrier.By the way,what'stheir investmentstrategyfor
doing that?They'regoing to takethe savingsfrom their operationalcost to pay for it all
no increasesin rates.Gee,you know, think aboutwhat the cableTV peopleareproposing
andwhat theTelco peopleareproposing.Theseguysaresaying,"Oh, it won't cost you a
dime." Think aboutit. Therearesomeinterestingpossibilitiesoverherethat everyoneneeds
to think about,andwe expectthis to accelerate.Therearegoing to be moresolutionsout here
aswell -Com, API, Sockets.Go out thereand pull somesoftwaredown off the Interact
anykind of free softwarethat doessomeinterestingthings.What'sit written to? It's written to
Sockets.
How manypeopleherehaveheardof Mosaic?Geez,well, a lot of people.How manypeople
have it running on their desk?Geez,okay.Goodgroup,goodgroup.Okay.Written to
Sockets.You've got access!Oh,yeah! I forgetwhich groupI'm talking to here.Okay, I
apologize.I shouldhaveassumedthat.That givesyou accessto datascatteredall the way
acrossthis planet. Okay.What'sit written to? Sockets.Gee,arewe going to rip that out and
put somethingelsein there.So,Com Services,Sockets,XTI (theotherhalf of POSIX .12) is
an important specificationhere.And finally, systemsservices.Systemsservicesare thosethat
manipulatethings insidethe applicationplatform_ eventflags that start up new applications,
and soforth and so on. POSIX .1 andPOSIX .4 for realtimeareclearly the winnersin that
area.That's wherewe stand.And that is a lot of functionality, andthesethings don't work
togetherreal well right now. X-windows,POSIX,andTCP/IP, youknow, thesethingsdon't
work togetherterribly well right now.There'sa lot they don't do. Securityis a myth in all of
thoseareas.Managementis, for the mostpart, a fond dream.But thereareactive
communitiesunderway right now that aretrying to fix thatevenaswe speak.
Last point. Program. This is the structure of our program and it's one that we recommend that
groups look at to consider whether they've already got something going on that needs to be
involved, or that they need to have in place to make their program work. We gather our OSE
principles and guidance documents and you'll see, for each one of these labels, there is
another backup slide, and I am not going to go through any of that kind of stuff. Just look for
the labels on the top. We gather our guidance, this is available on our Mosaic server. I can
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give you theURL off-line or, if you will give me a businesscard,we canget that back to
you. The APP, the OSE guidance document. Gary Fisher is going to be speaking this
afternoon on how we do procurement in this environment. We do other agency projects.
We've worked with quite a few agencies on large projects, and we've learned a lot from them,
and in a large sense, they're our laboratory, because a laboratory with a couple of computers
running doesn't really give us the kind of laboratory that we need to get this work done. We
work in standards forms. We have a distributive systems laboratory that checks out the
technology, and we are trying to work out methods and principles for evaluating information
technology, pieces of information technology, and characterize how well it works in the
system in the large.
And finally the OSE conformance testing program. That's the testing program that right now
gives you conformance testing and certification for POSIX .1 and is coordinating a number of
other performance testing activities out at NIST and within the information technology
community. My boss is very involved in that one, Roger Martin, and he sits on the Board of
Directors of an activity in Japan. The European Commission and NIST in the States have
funding to get a coordinative approach to testing with mutual recognition across multiple
countries. One final word, and this is something I should have thrown up earlier in the
presentation. Remember, I said services and services and an interface are your service
requirements and that drives the selection of your standards.
Important programmatic principle profile. You create a profile for a specific need. And this is
the point in the presentation when I should have put that up. What is a profile? Its just a
citation of multiple standards for a particular use. Say you need to create a human computer
interface profile. You'll create an API for programming; you'll create a style guide that tells
you what happens with a human being; and you might create a protocol that runs out and
says, "If there is an application that needs to interact with a human-computer interface over
here, this is the protocol or message sequence that it is going to use." That's called the X-
Protocol, by the way. It's from the X-Consortium. The one we have in here is X-Lad and
IEEE-1295, which is the Motif API, and the style guide is the IEEE specification as well.
That's a particular kind of profile. One of our biggest challenges is realizing that standards are
very expensive. Profiles are maybe even more expensive, and what we are trying to do is to
come up with a small set of profiles that we need to focus our energy on, and get a few
profiles out there that have a lot, a lot of consensus. And gather people around that campfire
maybe and let them then tailer those and explode out the diversity they need across the
different programs. And we need the participation on multiple projects, real world projects.
That's our methodology -- to work with people who really have a real job to do and have
real deadlines and deliverables and so forth and so on. Because we can always point to those
folks when people say, "Oh, you can't do that in a standards committee." We say, "Well, they
are going to ignore you if you don't." And people really need profiles right now. So, we've
got a couple under way. There's one called a distributive platform profile, which is in final
review in NIST. That answers the question, "What's the common subset for all different
application platforms riding on a distributer system? What's the common subset that has to be
defined and agreed to for all those platforms?" Well, we are coming up with something like
that. Very ambitious. We hope not to get shot out of the saddle. But it will be an interesting
experiment.
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Another oneis the infoserverprofile that says,"Hereis the platform that's sitting on the
network andI am running on Mosaicserver.What standardsare involved in that?What
specificationsneedto beput in placeto allow peopleto accessthat dataandfor me to know
what I needto put in placeto makethat possiblefor otherpeople?"So, thoseare two
profiles. We've identified hundreds,but we aretrying to focus on thosetwo andwe aretrying
to get somefolks in placewho arewilling to undertakeexperimentsthat we canhelp support
or maybethatpeoplecanjust do, andestablisha campfirewherepeoplecanbring themto
the table andplop themdownand we canall sit andtalk aboutit. So, profiling is the final
word of my presentation.
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N94- 36858
Open System Environment Procurement
Gary Fisher
We're going to talk about OSE Procurement. It's very easy to buy open systems (Viewgraph
1). How many believe that? All you have to do is know the insides and outs of about 30
different standards, and about 200 other specifications, and how they all relate to each other,
and how to transition from what you have now to open systems. Well, fortunately, everything
I'll tell you today is in a document we are getting ready to publish called Guide on Open
System Environment Procurements. This is a general organization of that document
(Viewgraph 2). I'll go over some of these topics here, the OSE requirements and
specifications sections, and we'll hit on transition plans. The real benefit of this document is
that it organizes lots of information that you wouldn't find anywhere else (or that if you did
find it somewhere else, you wouldn't know how to relate it to anything else). We brought it
all together. There are lots of lessons learned. We'll say a few words about what other
organizations are doing.
Right now, what I would like to do is describe to you a little bit about what brought this
document into being. We published the APP Guide, the Application Portability Profile, about
two years ago (Viewgraph 3). Version one was NIST special publication 500-187; version
two we modified somewhat and added some new specifications. That came out in June 1993.
So, it's almost a year old. It's due for another overhaul, so we're going to make some changes,
probably sometime this summer or early fall. Because of the application portability profile
and the open system environment that it describes, people are buying and building open
systems.
That's kind of a misnomer when you say, "I want to buy an open system." What you want to
do is establish an open system environment. We want applications that are affordable,
scalable, and interoperable across a broad range of platforms and computing environments
from very small microcomputer desktop machines to very large supercomputer processing
mainframes. And we want to do that in an environment of networking where we essentially
have anybody's machine connected to anybody else's machine. We get our applications to run
on anybody's machine, using anybody's network, using anybody's database, using anybody's
operating system, and they all run the same. That's what we're really looking for.
Unfortunately, we can't do all of that right now, but we are getting closer and closer as the
standards develop. Building an open system environment is complex, a long-term project.
We're talking on the order of five to ten years, generally, for a large organizationm for the
Department of Defense, probably ten years. Maybe one of the services, a smaller servicem
Coast Guard, Air Force--- maybe five years. NASA. Who knows? That's for you to
determine. There are lots of lessons learned for the simple fact that there are procurements
on-going; there are procurements that have been completed; billions of dollars worth of open
system environment.
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Infrastructureis in place;it is beingput in place;hundredsof thousands of users are already
affected. There is a redeeming factor about open systems: you don't have to do it all at once.
You can do it a piece at a time. This is the transition part of the procurement guide
(Viewgraph 4). In the scope, we debated long and hard who we were really directing this
document to, and we decided at the end that it has to be a fairly abstract document. It can't
contain all the information that's in the standards, of course. I mean, you'd wind up with a
document at least three feet tall.
Program managers and senior project engineers: they're the people who need to know the
information in this document. We provide a sort of decision model. It's not really a decision
model, but you will find all kinds of decision points in the report, and we will give you all
kinds of information. What happens when you go this way? Why you should go that way?
We also give you lots of guidance on the applicability of specifications, not only in where
they apply in a particular application environment or an operating environment, but also when
you choose this, what else applies. When you choose one specification, what else do you have
to look at? The lessons learned we provide to assist in the decision making process. Generally
speaking, the lessons learned are fairly easy to identify because they're in dark colored boxes
that say "lessons learned" at the top. There are other boxes that are not lessons learned, but
they contain lots of important information. And of course, we assume familiarity with the
OSE in the Application Portability Profile. This is how we organize everything in the guide
(Viewgraph 5). We talk about the relationship of the OSE to the RFP process, then we go on
to the individual specifications in the OSE service areas. They parallel what's in the
Application Portability Profile. We talk about standards testing, validation interoperability
testing. Lots of people don't understand testing, and when they require certain things, they
find out they get what they ask for and it's not exactly what they wanted.
We include organizational requirements in some instances: in each section, you'll find
subsections, for instance, that provide information to contractors or information to the people
who are writing the RFP and what to tell a contractor so proposals can be evaluated. And we
also tell you, in many instances, how to evaluate the proposal, what to look for, and the
responses to expect. Briefly, here's how the RFP process and the OSE relate to each other
(Viewgraph 6). You start out, of course, with organizational mission requirements. Those
generate information technology requirements. Some of them can be met in terms of open
systems.
Now, part of the job is determining which ones are the ones that are open system
requirements and which ones aren't. If you have a requirement you think is an open system
requirement, you might go to the guide on open systems procurements and see if it really fits
as an OSE requirement. If you still have questions, or you find out that it does apply, then
you go to the experts on those standards. You can't do this by yourself. You have to consult
with experts. There's too much information to worry about. There are too many ways you can
hang yourself if you don't have expertise available to help you get the job done. In the
procurement guide, there's actual RFP text that you can insert in an RFP, depending on how
you decide to use that particular requirement. And there are also evaluation factors that go
along with the RFP text. A request for proposals is issued. The proposals, as they come in,
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areevaluatedandan awardis made.Implementationis thentakencareof. What we are trying
to do is assistthosefolks who arewriting the RFP to makesurethat they arewriting in the
right termsandthey areaskingfor what they really need.
This is anoutline of what we recommendyou shouldactuallyput in theRFP (Viewgraph7).
There'sa sectionon requirementsfor opensystemenvironment;that'swherewe tell the
contractorsor the proposalpeoplewho aregoingto submit proposalsthat this is an open
systemenvironmentprocurement.Thenwe go througheachof the APP serviceareas,talking
aboutoperatingsystems,humancomputerinterface,andso on andso forth - graphics,
network and securityandmanagementservices.Therearesectionsin thereport for eachof
the services,eachapplication,communications,andother requirements(Viewgraph8).
What you're doing is trying to takeexisting legacysystemsandconvertthem to open
systems,or you're buyingnew systemswhich you want to operatein anopensystem
environment.Therefore,all of thesesystemsandapplicationshaveto fit within that envelope.
You can talk aboutlocal areanetworks,wide areanetworks.Legacysystems.Everybody
asks,"What do we do with theonesthat we're not going to transition?They'regoing to go
awaysooneror later.And they'renot going to bearoundfor anopensystemsenvironment.
What do we do?" Well, hereis wherewe talk aboutthoseindividual systems,what
interoperabilityis required,how we'regoing to sharedata,or what therequirementis to share
data.You're waiting for the vendorsto comebackandtell you how they'regoing to do that
after they havelookedat the systems.And then,of course,thereareorganizational
requirementsconsistingof who the usersare,wherethey are,the numberof locations,and
organizationresponsibilities.I am going to skip this nextone for the time being (Viewgraph
9). I'll comeback to it in a few minutes.
As I said,we alsoget into standardstesting(Viewgraph10). You have no idea what I went
through to gather this information. And I work at NIST, which does the conformance and
validation testing. When we talk about validation, we're testing conformance of an
implementation to a standard. When we say "conformance," we're saying, "How well does it
meet the requirements in that standard?" Validation says we only tested it. It either passed or
it failed. On interoperability - we're testing communications, generally speaking, but we're
also talking about data sharing or the interchange of data. All the vendors gripe when we talk
about validation. They say, "It's gonna cost an arm and a leg to get it done." Well, this is
what it costs. Anywhere from $2,500 to $100,000 per implementation, depending on what you
are trying to get validated. Say an SQL implementation costs around $15,000. A GOSIP
implementation, depending on what has to be tested, costs anywhere between $20,000-
$100,000. Communications testing is very expensive, of course, because there are only a few
people who do it, and they own the market. The demand is also dependent on how many
people are in the pipelines, the queues for getting tested. How many accredited laboratories
are available to do the testing? It all depends on how much NIST has to get involved with the
vendors themselves to get them to pass the test, how much time we have to spend on their
sites, and so forth. There are all kinds of fees involved with this. This doesn't even include
the fees that are associated with having a third-party test laboratory do the testing.
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We will go over typesof validation,delayedvalidation,prior validation testing,andprior
validation.Everybodymisunderstandstheseterms.They're in theGSA, ADP and
TelecommunicationsStandardsIndex.Delayedvalidation:we havea closingdateapproaching
on anRFP.We know thereareno implementationsright now that arevalidated.We're going
to allow people,after we'vegonethroughtheproposalprocess,maybeevenafter we've done
the award,to get validatedat that time. Prior validationtestingsayswe may not haveenough
implementationsright now to havea valid procurement.It won't get usthe bestchoices.So,
whatwe needto seefrom thevendorsis, "Yeah,we haveeither implementationsalready
tested(they'renot exactlywhat you want),but we haveother implementationsin the pipeline.
We'regoing to get themtested."And theycanusuallyprovethat to you by showingyou a
contractor a letterof intent from the testinglaboratory.Prior validation: we won't accept
anything in a proposalexceptvalidatedproducts.They haveto be testedbeforeyou submit
your proposal.
Therearedifferent classesof validation.Thereis basevalidation,derived/registration
validation, anddemonstration.Base validation says that this is the implementation, this is the
platform we put together and tested, and that's what gets listed on the certificate. Derived
validation, or what Ada calls registration: "Here is a certificate. We took that implementation
and put it on this other machine, ran the test against it, but we didn't have government
witnesses and we didn't go through the process. But, take our word for it, it passed the test."
That's a derived validation. NIST will list it, but we won't issue a certificate.
Conformance demonstration: either one of several possible situations has arisen here. There's
no Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS). On the other hand, maybe a FIPS exists.
But we don't have a test suite for it, or we don't have an accredited test lab or there's not a
test procedure. One or more of the parts is missing. So, what we say is, "Okay, show us that
it works." It's what you call FCD, Functional Capability Demonstration, in procurement
parlance. It takes the place of testing in that respect.
Every group within NIST has a different way of testing, because all the standards are
different. It takes a lot to understand. How much testing is enough? (Viewgraph 11) The
answer to that question is how much risk are you willing to assume? How much do you want
to pay for it? You could accept the manufacturer's declaration: "Yeah, we tested it. It works.
Trust us." That's the highest risk, lowest cost. Is it really the lowest cost? You don't know
until you try to implement. Right? If it sets you back a month in your implantation plan, is it
really the lowest cost? Derived validation (and this is the situation I just described with Ada)
happens with other things too, like SQL and some of the more esoteric standards. There's
high risk and low cost there. It's already validated somewhere. And we're just accepting it on
a different platform. Validation on the proposed platform entails intermediate risk and cost.
"We've already had it validated, and it's the one we're bidding to you on this procurement,"
says the vendor. We accept it that way.
And then there is product suite validation on a proposed platform which is the least risk,
highest cost. And what this says is, "Mr. Vendor, you are going to give us an SQL
implementation, a C Compiler, an Operating System Interface, X-Windows, GOSIP, etc. We
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want them all testedon that platform that you aregoing to bid, andwe want to seethat they
haveall beentestedfor interoperability.In otherwords,we'rerunning GOSIPwith the Posix
implementation,with the SQL implantation,with the compiler."The mostexpensiveway you
can test it, but I know peoplewho did that.The United StatesArmy did that in their last buy
- SustainingBaseInformation Services(SBIS).
This is for oneplatform. Now let's multiply the costby the numberof platforms.I think you
cangetan estimateof which oneof theseis going to costyou, and which onesaregoing to
give you the lowest risk. If, for instance,it costs$150,000to get oneplatform, a complete
suite,of softwaretested,and let's saythereare five differentplatforms, that's$750,000right
off the bat you canexpectto pay. It might not bea line item, but the cost is in there
somewhere.Therearealternativestandardstesting.We're really going afterportability,
scalability andinteroperability(Viewgraph12).
On the next slide is interoperability(Viewgraph13).These are just some of the options that
you might want to try in deference to paying for standards testing. But when you want to
compile and execute a selected test program on a proposed platform, you have to make very
sure that it is going to work. So you have to have your own internal expertise in testing, to sit
down and go through the process of trying to get the product to work, or to make sure the
program compiles on the machines that you want it to compile on. You know there are no
extensions in it. You don't want the vendor to have to come back to you and say, "This
program doesn't work because you used a non-standard compiler."
Scalability: it involves the same type of concept. You're just moving the program from one
machine, one architecture, to another. And generally speaking, we're talking about going
across vendor lines.
Interoperability: a very simple way to do this is just to transmit a file from one machine to
another machine, using the communications protocols that the vendor is proposing. And then
send it back. Then do a file compare and see if they're the same files. It's the same concept
with electronic mail messaging and binary files. Start off with an ASCII file, but then wind
up with binary files and messages. There are different ways of skinning this cat. It all
depends on what you're willing to put up with and how much you're willing to invest in the
procurement process itself.
When I said we have RFP text available within the guide, this is what I was talking about
(Viewgraph 14). Generally speaking, all the text in the guide, the informative text, is normal
Times Roman type font. Anywhere you see italics, that's where we're talking about RFP text.
The report will be electronically available, so you might want to just edit it right into a
document. But this is the type of text we're talking about that we'll provide for you. It's been
used in other procurements; it's been modified; it came from GSA in many cases. There's a
lot of work that has already gone into the text. Here's an idea of how you would write a
validation requirement, for example (Viewgraph 15). This is just an idea of what conformance
demonstration says (Viewgraph 16). There is clear-cut text that you can throw into the RFP.
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This is where it startsgetting interesting.In eachof thesesections,we haveincluded
subsections,one of which is "instructionsto the contractors"(Viewgraph 17).This is what
you tell the contractors.You cangetvery definitewhenit comesto opensystems,because
we haveseena lot of what vendorshaveto sayaboutopensystems.And not everythingwe'll
like. Onemustbe ableto tell the differencebetweenopensystemsandopensystems
marketing.Vendorsaremastersat opensystemsmarketing.So, you haveto get rid of the
chaff somehow,and oneway of doing that is to say,"Okay, you cangive us all the
marketingliteratureyou want to, but we want to seeyour validationcertificates;we want to
seethe test results,summaryreports;we would like to seea script for your conformance
demonstration;if you havesomealternativespecificationsyou want to use,give us the
reasoningbehindrecommendingthosealternatives."
You want to seea cost/benefitrisk analysis.Vendorsdon't like taking anyof the risk of
putting togethera proposalfor anopensystemenvironmentbecauseit barestheir souls.You
get to seestraightinto their hearts.Everybodyis playing with the samesheetof music, the
samestandard.Thedifferencefrom onevendorto the next is, if they'redoing the same
things, thereis a cost/performancetradeoff.Get the fastestmachinesfor the lowest cost at
that point, becausethey all do the sametasks.
Here'sa lessonlearned(Viewgraph17).That'swhat the box looks like. That's what you look
for whenyou seethedocument.Along with the instructionsto the contractor,we talk about
evaluationof proposals.And for eachof thesesections,you'll find a sectionlike this, a
subsection:"For eachGOSIPprotocolstacksubmitted,registrationshouldbe indicated"
(Viewgraph 18). And therearesomeotherforms.Oneof theseforms I skippedover a while
ago is one of the meansof keepingtrack of someof this information (Viewgraph9). It's a
simplemindedway of handling information,but it turnsout that if you havethat information
all in one place,it becomesa very simpletaskto determinewhetherthey meetthe
requirement.If you don't, you searchfor weekstrying to find the information.That wasa
hard lessonlearned.Along with all the different serviceareasthat we talked aboutin the
document,we also talk aboutstandardsprofiles.Fortunately,everythinghaving to do with
standardsfalls into the OSEstandardprofile (Viewgraph19).But you can alsogive the
vendorsthe chanceto comeup with recommendationsfor otherspecificationsthat canbe
usedin concertwith, or ascomplementsto, the OSEstandards.This is whereyou tell themto
give you the rationalefor their use- a cost/benefitrisk analysis.You especiallywant to know
the effectsof a specification'suseon transitioningto OSE.It might not be a good ideato use
thesealternativespecifications.
We haven'tforgot hardwarerequirements(Viewgraph20).Reviewersof the report askedus,
"Pleaseput somethingfor hardwarerequirementsin there."This is what we added.Theseare
all basically itemsfor which therearestandardsor for which thereareknown requirements
that everyoneusesasa rule-of-thumb.Accessibilityrequirementswerenot forgotten.There
arepeoplewho don'thavethe samecapabilitiesasa lot of otherpeopledo, suchasthose
who havea disability in walking, or areblind, or maybedeaf.We alsotalk aboutuseof
government-ownedequipmentin here,andof course,telephoneandothersystem
requirementsandhardwareconstraintsthat we alreadyknow about.
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Here'sthe difficult part of putting togetheranRFP.Do you want thecontractorto perform
the transitionfor you, or areyou going to implementsomewayof controlling transitionover
the systems?If you decideoneway or the other,you'reprobablygoing to haveto go through
this process(Viewgraph21).
Plansand strategiesfor transition.You haveto build a baselinedefinition - do an analysisof
it (Viewgraph22). You haveto know whereyou are to determinewhereyou'regoing. And in
a lot of cases,agenciesdon'tknow wherethey areright now evenwith what they have- even
if it is a closed,proprietarysolutionto their informationsystemneeds.The Army did a study
to find out how manyactualapplicationsand systemstherewerein the Army inventory.They
concentratedon the numberof applicationsandthe languagesand the usersandinterfacesto
othersystems.And thoseinterfacesalsoincludeddatathat wasexchanged.They found out
theyhad somethinglike 3,300applicationsthroughoutthe Army inventory.Thesewere
administrativesystems.They got rid of theduplicatesandmergedotherones,andthey found
that they only needed1,500of thoseapplicationsthat wereunique,that the functionality
wasn'taccomplishedanywhereelse.They foundseventy-somethousanddataelements,and
they went throughthe processof eliminatingduplicationsandcameup with 12,000that they
actuallyneeded.By just going throughthis processof trying to find out whereeverything
was, they eliminatedoverhalf of their informationprocessingrequirementsand three-quarters
of their datarequirements.
We developanobjectivearchitecture.This is really whatwe'retalking about:this is the way
we seethe opensystemenvironmentfive years,ten yearsdown theroad.This is whatwe're
building to, the directionwe aregoing,andthenwe implementthe intermediatetargets
(Viewgraph22). Here'swherewe are;here'swherewe'regoing.We don't haveto do it all at
one time. Remember,I saidwe cando it in stages.Well, thoseintermediatetargetsarethose
stages.This is just a graphicalrepresentationof what I mean.The further alongthe plan we
move, the fewer proprietarysystemswe havein place,the moreopensystemswe havein
placeto we reachthat final objective.That we neverreachthat final objectiveis the trouble.
As we move along,opensystemscontinueto evolve.New technologycomesalong that we
want to plug in. If therearestandardsavailable,and theymeetour other requirements,that
pushesthe objectiveout a little bit further. And we cangetrid of someof the thingsthat
we'redoing backhere.Targetone maygo awayafterfive years.You're alreadypast it, but
that technologyis old. You've got technologyout herenow that is newto replaceit.
Transitionstrategiesare thekind of guidepoststhat peopleneedto makedecisions.They
cometo a fork in the road andthey say,"Well, which sidedo we take?"You look at the
transition strategiesand you find one thatfits your situationandyou say, "Well, that sayswe
haveto go this way." That'show you decide.We maywant to integrateCASEtechnology
wherewe don't haveit. Maybewe want to havecentralizeddatastandardization.We don't
want to let all the operatingunits decidehow they'regoing to do things.We'regoing to
control that centrally. Maybewe'll let themhandletheir own dataupdates.Maybewe'll
decentralizetransactionprocessing.We'll go to a client-serverarchitecture.We're going to
buy off-the-shelf ratherthanbuild systems.And everywherewewant graphicaluser
interfaces.We don't havethat now.We'regoing to go to X-Windows.
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These are all strategic directions that I am really talking about here. And they help the people
who are trying to write procurements and make and do the evaluations and determine what
they should be doing. In developing an objective architecture, you might start with something
like this (Viewgraph 26). You would probably find this in a baseline document. If a
contractor is doing it for you, what they are going to do is come back and say, "You have
Building A over here and you've got Building B over here. This is what's in Building A and
this is what's in Building B; this is how they are connected and this is what the machines
are." You will see a lot more detail. This is a very high-level schematic. You'll see a lot more
detail when they talk about the individual products that operate on those different platforms
and the applications and where their data bases are stored. You see that information when you
get down to a lower level. And what they'll do in the objective architecture is say, "Okay,
we're going to apply all these standards and we're going to get rid of some of these systems.
We're going to add these other plans and systems. We're going to connect up this extra
building out here. We're going to go on line over here," and so on and so forth. You'll see
changes develop in this schematic that reflect the decisions to do those different things.
Now, for each transition, for each intermediate target during transition, you may find a
different one of these diagrams. It just changes a little bit from the previous one. Instead of
having Ethemet hooked in here, it may be replaced by TCP/IP to bring you up to a certain
level of functionality. And then the next diagram may include some GOSIP protocols or some
GOSIP routing, and then further on, another change occurs. Maybe this mainframe goes
away. That's what you are looking for. The objective architecture is defined as a kind of
transition concept. You don't have to define it 100% right now. Here's another one of those
forms I was talking about that simplifies life for you (Viewgraph 25). When you're trying to
evaluate proposals, you want to see what the vendor has done for each one of these different
service areas and the different platforms that they're proposing. You can slice this information
different ways, but this form turns out to be one of the most effective ways because vendors
have to put a product in for each one of the boxes. If you find empty boxes, you start looking
at them and you say, "Um, I wonder if they didn't know what that meant or if there aren't any
products?" Then you start digging and you find out. You'd be surprised at how much the
vendors learn going through one of these procurements.
Something that is developing and has come up over the last year and a half or so is this
concept called middleware. What the vendors do is say, "We're going to write all your
applications to our middleware. And we're not going to just stop at places where there are
proprietary hooks to the application. We're going to do it from the standards side, too." And
where there are standard interfaces? "What we'll do is to write all of the applications to our
middleware, and then we'll do the translation to whether it is standard or non-standard." Not
good. Here we have a standard. Why not write the application to the standard. Why write it to
somebody else's concept of what the API should be? You're hooked into these people now.
It's the same thing as not having any standards at all in place. You may need, in certain cases,
some middleware. For instance, right now we don't have any standard implementations of X-
Windows. We do have X-Windows systems. MOTIF is a user interface that a lot of
applications and developers like to use, but unfortunately, it's proprietary. But people use it
anyway. So why not write to a MOTIF middleware piece and then, when the standard
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develops,we can replacethat pieceof it with the directhooksto the 1201standard(IEEE
P1201.1).
Thereareseveralannexes(Viewgraph27). Annex A providesgeneralinformation about
evaluationstrategies,structures,that we'reproposing.We give an exampleof evaluation
factorsdown to greatdetail. We don't go throughthe wholeprocess,but they arevery
detailed.In Annex B, we'veincludedanexamplestatementof work, basedon a procurement
for office automation.It's just for illustration.You maynot agreewith it, but all thetext is
takenout of the procurementguide.And, of course,therearereferences,a glossary,and an
index (Viewgraph28).
We parallel in theevaluationstrategyandtheAPP sothat you're looking at groupsof
servicesthat everybodywould be familiar with. Of course,we needto evaluatethetotal
managementechnologyanda cost profile for eachcontractor,andwe saya few wordsabout
that.The evaluationof the transitionto the opensystembecomesvery important.
Understandingof theenvironment'scomplexity,knowledgeof the OSEandstandards,
planningand schedulingrealismon the partof the vendorin the proposalis what you really
needto dig into. That'swhereyou makethe determinationaboutwhetherthe vendorsreally
know what they aredoing.This is kind of anoverviewof theevaluation- the Source
SelectionEvaluationBoard (Viewgraph29).Thereis an OSEteamup here,which is really a
technicalsupportteam(Viewgraph30).What they do is to look into all the different matters
that seemto pop up whenyou aregoing througha major procurementhat hasto do with
opensystems- checkingout validations,checkingout whetherthe platform is actually
commerciallyavailable,etc.
I will skip back to examplesof evaluationfactors.Like I said,weget down to realdetail
levelshere.Therearejust a few for eachof the servicesthat are in the report (Viewgraph
31). Thenwhen you get backin the AnnexB, this is what you will see(Viewgraph32).
Theseparagraphnumberssaythat this is a secondlevel paragraph,this is a third level
paragraph,you can indent it whenyou'reputting togetheryour RFPs.But the text is therefor
you to useasanexample.I coveredeverythingthat is in the document.If you haveany
questionsabouta particularsubjector topic, I would beglad to go over it. We'rehoping it's
going to be a best-seller,particularly for theprogrammanagersand software
engineering/systemsengineeringtypes.The caveatis this: If you're buyingopensystems,or
you'rebuying servicesfrom a contractor,or buying implementationsof
information/infrastructureto supportothersystems,you've got to get this in-depthexpertise
on softwaredevelopment,communications,anddatabasetechnology.And you'vegot to have
thesepeopleknow what the standardsareaboutandhow theyfit together.You makethe
decisionsof whereyou're goingwith all this andthey haveto implement.You canonly be
prepared(Viewgraphs33 and 34).
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Z39.50 and GILS Model
Eliot Christian
I have some handouts. (The flyer, Government Information Locator Service (GILS) and the
January 22, 1994 Draft: Government Information Locator Service (GILS) are reproduced
following the viewgraphs for this presentation.) My presentation is based on that January
22nd draft (Viewgraph 1).
By way of background, where we stand right now is that the Government Information Locator
Service was approved yesterday by the Information Infrastructure Task Force. OMB is
drafting the bulletin that will give agencies specific direction about when they need to come
up on GILS. There are some roles and responsibilities we'll talk about a little bit. The
National Institute of Standards and Technologies is establishing the Federal Information
Processing Standard, adopting the GILS profile that comes out of the Open Systems
Environment Implementor's Workshop, the OIW.
First of all, the objectives (Viewgraph 2). The intention of GILS is that in homes, in
workplaces, in schools, in libraries and in hospitals throughout the U.S., the public will be
using GILS to discover sources of publicly accessible information maintained throughout the
U.S. Federal Government. The agencies will strive to minimize the barriers to "direct users"
of GILS. (I'11 distinguish in a moment direct users from people who go through intermediary
services--it's a very critical piece that's allowing us to get out of the starting blocks here.)
There will be a program of evaluation for GILS that will say to what extent it's meeting the
service needs of the public, including accessibility, ease of use, accuracy and timeliness of the
information, and completeness of coverage. It's not yet clear exactly how that evaluation
program will be set up. We are about to get legislation that specifically addresses GILS.
A couple of key concepts here (Viewgraph 3). First of all, GILS is a locator, primarily. That
means it is an information resource that identifies other information resources, describes the
information available in the referenced resources, and provides assistance in how to obtain the
information. GILS encompasses a very wide range of information sources and many different
mechanisms for finding and delivering information. It's not a system, except in the sense that
the American banking system is a system. It is a set of rules by which we will all play--a set
of standards. GILS institutes a collective set of agency based locators. It's not one big
centralized thing. It's deliberately decentralized with the belief that you do better if you stay
as close as possible to the people who really understand and care for the information, because
it's their job, because they're serving their primary user community. So, that's where we base
GILS, down in the agencies at the level where people really understand what's in it.
There is, however, a GILS Core that is a mechanism by which the public can view us as a
coordinated group of locators, rather than as a bunch of individual fiefdoms. It's basically a
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navigationaid to move from locatorto locator.So, if you startout at EPA via the Core, you
can find out that USGSalsohasenvironmentalinformation,things like that. GILS uses
network technologymdependson, would not work without, wouldbe anabomination
without, network technology.The reasonis that that'sthe only way that we could allow many
different views of the informationto beon a level playing field. Any other thing you did,
you'd haveto pre-structurethe views so that theuserwould seesomethingfirst - something
would be on top. With a network, theycanseeit flat. Anotherway of putting it is that the
usercanset thecontextat the time he'saskinghis particularquestion.
Now, manyof you dealwith the public, andyou probablyrealizemostof the public doesn't
want to do primary sourceresearch.They wantpre-digestedthings.And we anticipatethat in
GILS. We expectthat mostof the public needfor informationwill be servedthrough
intermediariesmanyonewho structuresyour view aheadof time asopposedto just letting
you go out and scarfup the primary sources.Among intermediariesarepublic libraries and
private sectorproviders,informationserviceslike MeadDataCentralandBRS, aswell asthe
agenciesthemselves.Agenciesact as intermediarieswhenthey providea view of the
information. If you get earthscienceinformationfrom me,I've decidedwho I think provides
earthscienceinformation,and I mayhaveleft off the MaharishiMaheshYogi, becauseI
don'tconsiderthat to be the samekind of sciencethat I do. That'smy view--I am an
intermediary.I havestructuredyour experience,so you needto be awareof that. GILS makes
that distinctionvery critical.
Another way of looking at it (Viewgraph4), and this might beold hat to you folks here who
areprobably sophisticatedin this, is that thedirectuserhasan awful lot of flexibility. But the
down side is, the directuserhasgot anawful lot to consider.You've got not only the GILS
Core andthe otherZ39.50Sourceswhich includehugedigital libraries(the Gutenberg
project, for example,is going to havea trillion bytesof sourcematerialon line). You have
things like WAIS andWord Wide Web and archieand Gopher,different views of the world.
You haveTN 3270.(Doesanybodyremember--3270mainframes?A lot of the datais still in
the mainframes.Direct usersought to considerthat asoneof the sourcesthey go after.)You
haveVirtual Reality. You havevideo. You haveconversationsamongpeople.If you're a
direct userof research,you haveto considerthat.
If you're the public who wantssomespecific answer,you will probablyusea productthat is
structuredfor that answer.I madeup this mythical thing calledthe InformationMaster.
Somebodyselecteda certainnumberof thingstheythink their marketwants; they provide
that experiencethroughan intermediaryservice.When they do that, that doesn'trequirea
network.That canbedonein print; that canbeon fax; that canbe doneon CD-ROM, on
bulletin boards.Direct users,on the otherhand,must havethe network.
Direct usersareassumedto havenetwork access,andto be literatein English to at leasta
secondaryschoollevel. That'sbecauseour requirement,asgovernmentagencies,is not to
translateit into everypossiblelanguagein everypossibleschoolinglevel. Intermediariesmay
do that, but our responsibilityis put it out at oneparticulartargetaudience.We'resayingfor
now, "English at the secondaryschoollevel". Direct usersmustalsobe capableof using a
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personalcomputerandawareof any limitationsof their own hardwareor software
environment.In building theGILS--putting theserules abouthow we makeour information
availableto direct users,in effect--what we aredoing is building infrastructure(Viewgraph
5).
The Government'srole is to setthingsup so that the diversity of sourcescanmaketheir
informationavailable.This pieceof infrastructureis part of theNational Information
Infrastructurewhich also includes,youknow, moving moviesaroundand deregulationand
that kind of stuff. This is oneof the government'scomponents.It's somethingwe havea
primary role in. It conformsto national,internationalstandardsfor informationanddata
processing.Thesetwo realms,asyou areprobablyawarein the SGI community,have been
somewhatdivergentin the past.The particularthing we're usinghere,Z39.50, is kind of a
bridgebetweenthe two. Although we'readoptinganOSI standard,the network servicesare
TCIP, becausethat'swhat'sout there.
Here aresomeotherdesignconsiderations(Viewgraph6). Particularlyasagencypeople,you
might be concernedthat GILS will overtakewhatyou're doing.Not at all. It is
supplementary.It is not intendedto supplant,necessarily,anythingyou're alreadydoing. Over
time, you may well find that GILS servesa needthat you weredoing someother way and
onebecomessuperfluous,but we seeit assomethingyou do in addition to making your
information availableto your primary usercommunityin the forms you alreadyuse.GILS is
adoptingpopular searchand retrievalstandards,particularly theZ39.50stuff. That means
GILS direct usershaveaccessnot only to GILS specificstuff, but to othersystemssuchas
the NTIS Fedworldsystem,the GPOAccessSystem,andthe NationalGeoSpatialData
Clearinghouse,which is part of the SpatialData Infrastructure.Things like the NASA Access
Mechanismwould be accessible,and somethingsat Library of Congress,as well asthe
Global ChangeDataand InformationSystem.Othergovernmententities at the state,local,
foreign, international,non-governmentalgroupsaswell, arealsopicking up on this and
makingtheir stuff availablethe sameway.
The functions andcontentsof GILS arefairly straightforward(Viewgraph7). First of all,
direct usersmust beableto usenon-proprietarystandardmechanismsto find the information.
By that,we meansoftwarethat conformsto theGILS profile at theserverside; the profile
really just characterizesthe behaviorof servers.Client softwaremustbe ableto do ANSI
Z39.50 type searches.Therewill beat leastthreevery largedisseminatorsof freeGILS
software:NTIS, GPOand theClearinghousefor Network InformationDiscoveryand
Retrievalfundedby NSF. Also, Mosaic, by the way, will beableto accessGILS sources.
Therewill be very manyotherwaysthat agenciesuseto organizeandpresentinformation,
things like Gopheror World Wide Web HTrP Serversor TN 3270or whatever.Thoseare
perfectly legitimate,but thesemustbe in additionto makingyour GILS recordsavailable.
In GILS, we always have information in the locator record about how to order the referenced
resource. In some cases, that can be an electronic process; either the ordering or the actual
ordering and delivery can be electronic. Of course, in most cases, it's not, because the product
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itself may not beelectronicor maybe largenumbersof tapesandthat kind of thing.
Whateverproceduresaredefinedby thedisseminatingorganization,thedescriptionof those
proceduresis in the GILS locatorrecord.
On the issueof usersupportservices,GILS saysnothingaboutusersupportservicesbecause
it's infrastructure.It doesn'tever touch theuser.The usershouldbe touchedby the agencies
who areproviding theaccessto their GILS recordsor intermediariesotherthanagencieswho
areproviding access.They havea responsibilityto users.The GILS is a setof rules, so we
don't actuallysayanythingaboutusersupportservices.Of course,whenwe areevaluating
lateron, oneof the things we will be looking at is whetheragencies,in their own missions,
aredoing a goodjob of supportingpeoplein accessto, not only themselves,but to other
agencies'stuff, becausethat'skind of implicit in what you'redoing with GILS. You not only
put your own stuff up, but you're doing it in commonwith otheragencies,sothat's going to
be a little bit of a new thing for someagencies.
Therewill also be a lot of topical directory setup, for example, in bio-diversity or in health
care. Different agencies will come together, in many cases with other government or non-
government facts, and put common things in a place so that they are searchable for people
interested in that topic.
So, the GILS Core is basically defined this way (Viewgraph 8). It's those sources maintained
by the U.S. Government. (That's a critical pieceDlots of universities are funded by the
government and have information, but if it's not maintained by the government, it's not part of
the GILS Core) (Viewgraph 9). All of those sources which comply with the Core elements
are mutually accessible through interconnected electronic network faculties and do not charge
the direct user for the access to the locator information, separate from whether or not there's a
charge for access to the referenced resource. This catalog stuff is given away free. You can
think of it as advertising. You will be satisfying, by the way, not only your Circular A-130
inventory requirement by doing GILS, but also your electronic records management
responsibilities for information systems.
The GILS Core (Viewgraph 10) is estimated to be about 1,000 entries per cabinet or
independent agency. So, if NASA gets only 1,000, the Department of Interior gets only 1,000.
We have ten bureaus in the Department of Interior; USGS might use only a hundred. At that
level, Landsat is an entry; this is highly aggregated stuff. There's lots about Landsat and
here's a pointer down into a much more detailed system. So there, again, locator entries are
primarily meant as pointers to other information resources where you get a fuller picture of
what it is you're interested in (Viewgraph 11). These are the mandatory core
elementsDmandatory in the sense of when you identify your record as one of those you want
to be evaluated against, you better have these fields filled in. The technical profile says how
servers must behave to be GILS compliant_it says nothing about the mandatory elements.
It's like we have libel laws, but you don't expect your word processor to enforce them. We
don't expect the servers to deny access to a record because one of the mandatory fields is
empty. The server serves whatever its got. Administratively, we make sure that these things
make sense to other processors.
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The mandatoryelementsarekind of obvious stuff from a bibliographic control point of view.
Something a little bit different is that this is not a product catalog. It's a catalog of
information resources. So, the fact that we have remote sensing images might be identified in
a record which you can then see as a subset. It's available at NOAA as this kind of product.
It's available at NASA as this kind of product and at USGS as this kind of product. So, GILS
gathers the resource into a coherent whole; the products are subfielded. Via a linkage, you
would actually be able to hop into the resource that you're talking about. So, when I talk
about Landsat and say that we have this thing called the Global Land Information System, I
can put a linkage, a URL pointer so that when you click on it in Mosaic, you're into GLIS
and, in GLIS you can look for cloud-free images, you can order online, you can do all sorts
of stuff like that.
A similar kind of thing is in these optional fields (Viewgraph 12). We have this thing called
Cross-Reference. That's a see also kind of pointer. In other words, "I told you about this
particular resource and I may have actually let you go down into it. Here are some other
related things you might want to know about." In other words, if you are looking at Landsat
stuff, you might also want to look at the NEXRAD stuff that we have.
These other things here are fairly straightforward. Agency supplemental is the place where
agencies add in whole bunches of other stuff that they couldn't find any other place to fit.
Although I've described some elements here, agencies may add any other locally defined tags
anywhere in the structure at any time they want. So, record by record, you could say, for this
particular one, 'Td like to add the acronym, for this one over here. I have a field called data
category that I'd like to report." In fact, that's what I'd like to show you now. Kind of what
the records look like.
First, let me just put up sort of a conceptual thing (Viewgraph 13). This is where we're going,
what we're trying to achieve--seamless access so that people don't constantly trip over the
differences between agencies, the differences between access mechanisms, all kinds of
differences. Typically, I would see you starting out with an agency that you know. Via that
agency, you may find the pointer to the GILS Core where the other agencies have referenced
similar things in common with you. For example, I might start out with the Earth Science
Data Directory. In that, you would find a pointer off to the GILS Core that would help you
find other federal agencies who do similar kinds of things. Linkages there could take you to
the electronic visitor center, Mosaic Home Pages, where you give your view of the agency as
though people had just walked in the door. You've seen those before, I'm sure. Other topical
directories, depending on what your searching in---there might be lots of those. You can walk
over to product inventories, which might be electronic delivery, or they might be a mail-in-
your-order kind of thing. Because we're using standards used at digital libraries, you can walk
off into contents of things like at the Library of Congress or some online exhibits which are
kind of neat. You have all these different things out there. GILS, because it's adopting a
common set of rules, makes much of that commonly accessible for GILS direct users, if you
have good client software. Now remember, of course, you could also see GILS in a printed
form, in which case you see the information, but you can't click on the page and do anything.
You can take that information, write it on a napkin and go somewhere else.
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I would like to showyou what a GILS recordlooks like if you bring it up, for example,in
Mosaic.This is one that we'vecreated.We got a testdatasetout therewith 26 USGS
records.We've indexedthemusingWAIS. So,WAIS respondsto Z39.50requests.So, from
that point of view, you cando a searchandgethits. This particularone is the USGS server
for Gopher.You seea title andan originator.Here'sa locally definedfield that I
introduced--acronym.(Theactualway I presenttheserecordsor I exploredtheserecordsfor
my database,by theway, is in SGML, which is a popularway to passthis stuff around,
becausethe structuringis nice andneat.)In this particularcase,I'm putting out anHTML
record,so I havethe ability to expresshypertextlinks via this anchor.HereI havea link to
theactualGopherserverthat I am describing.That is a linkage,becauseyou aregoing down
into the thing described.I alsohave,in this particularrecord,a cross-reference.In here,the
cross-referenceis to an HTTP serverfor World Wide Web. So, hereyou havea cross-
referenceover to my MosaicHomePage.
I can give you anotherexample.This is an actual information resource--Aerial Color
Photographs of Metropolitan Areas. Here we have the spatial reference giving the bounding
rectangle around it so that people can do a search spatially. In Mosaic, spatial search is not
there right at the moment. In many other clients, it is. People are going to get different
functionality, depending on the clients they get. Ultimately, clients should disappear and
become part of your application. If you're doing GIS work, the GIS should go out and find
things for you. When you're doing a File Find on your hard disk, it should consider the whole
world, not just your own hard disk. We're going to be getting there, but it's going to be a
couple of years. So right now, you use these things called clients. The fact is that it's not
really imbedded in your day-to-day work yet. But it will be. I can show you what the SGML
that generates this looks like if you're interested. It's actually pretty straightforward. You can
actually maintain these records in whatever you want. In many cases, agencies will already
have this stuff. It's the same kind of stuff you do in your budget briefing books. You tell
Congress what you're doing. If you have money and you're still doing it, you must have told
them at some point. It's the kind of things you have been giving to NARA, for your electronic
records management. And of course, you could generate these using things like sophisticated
database systems or you could use D-Base. You can just as easily use word processing; you
know, a thousand entries is not a lot of typing, particularly when they're only a thousand
words each.
So, here is some SGML. I happened to have written this in Microsoft Access and wrote an
exporter that exports them in HTML, SGML, and, SUTRS. (SUTRS is the other format that
is required to be supported by GILS servers: Simple, Unstructured Text Records Syntax.) This
is what SGML looks like for these.
We start each record off with a ,_REC> and then this is a field title and then you close it with
a slash title. We should have a formal DTD for this, but right now, it's just implicit. In the
example done here with "abstract," I've opened another field before closing it. That is how
you represent that format is a subfield or it's nested within abstract. You have to close format
before you close abstract.
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HTML is the same sort of stuff, except it doesn't preserve this naming of the tags. It uses an
implicit tagging definition that just gives you certain functions. SGML is the superset. It's the
more powerful way to actually represent structure unambiguously and reversibly, so that I can
pull these things back and still know that that must have been the format field, because it still
says "format" in it. When I put them out in HTML, it says, "This is going to be a descriptive
list." The fact that it actually was this particular field is now lost, because it's over in text
somewhere.
WAIS, doesn't understand fields. WAIS treats everything like a big blob conglomerated with
lots of other blobs. When you're looking for things, you get a sense of where things are
statistically. WAIS looks real nice--you get things back. It's not the same as having an
understanding of the semantics that went with this stuff. It doesn't make any attempt to
preserve that. And from the point of view of GILS, that's fine. With this kind of record, you'll
get good hits. You'll get the kind of things you're looking for. WAIS is not the only
solution--it is among the range of solutions.
Let's take a quick look at what a SUTRS record looks like. SUTRS is just simple unstructured
text. The rules for constructing SUTRS, that are in the GILS profile, say you will always give
the actual name of the field, a colon, a space and then the content. You'll have carriage return
line feeds and lines that won't be more than 80 characters across. Because we offer up
SUTRS, dumb clients can simply grab that information and just display it to the user and not
have to have any understanding.
Two other things that GILS profile requires: one, you have to be able to serve MARC records
for this stuff, and the other is you have to be able to serve up what is called "Generic Record
Syntax." Generic Record Syntax simply means that, on request, I will give to you as much as
I knew about the record. So, we won't have a loss of information as intermediaries copy from
each other and move the information out down the chain. In other words, you can get
everything I knew about it so you could reproduce it. It's not true, however, that that second
intermediary can reproduce the MARC record, because the transform to MARC loses
information. All that we knew about the record as we had it in the construct is what was
actually in the original server.
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Government Information Locator Service (GILS)
As part of the National Information
Infi'astructure, the U.S. Federal government
is proposing a Government Information
Locator Service (GILS) to help the public
locate and access information. An Office of
Management and Budget Bulletin will be
published this year to provide implementing
guidance specifying Federal agency
responsibilities. The National Institute of
Standards and Technology will also
establish a Federal Information Processing
Standard specifying a GILS Profile with
mandatory application for Federal agencies
establishing locators for information.
What is GILS?
"Every year, the Federal Government spends billions
of dollars collecting and processing information
(e.g., economic data, environmental data, and
technical information). Unfortunately, while much of
this information is very valuable, many potential
users either do not know that it exists or do not know
how to access it. We are committed to using new
computer and networking technology to make this
information more accessible to the taxpayers who
paid for it. In addition, it will require consistent
Federal information policies designed to ensure that
Federal information is made available at a fair price
to as many users as possible while encouraging
growth of the information industry."
"Technology for America's Economic Growth,
A New Direction to Build Economic Strength"
t
GILS would identify public information resources throughout the Federal Government, describe
the information available in those resources, and provide assistance in obtaining the information.
It would consist of a decentralized collection of agency-based information iocators and associated
information services. GILS would supplement, but not necessarily supplant, other agency
information dissemination mechanisms and commercial information sources.
The public would be served by GILS through intermediaries or directly. Central disseminating
agencies such as the Government Printing Office and the National Technical Information Service
would act as intermediaries to GILS, as would Depository Libraries, other public libraries and
private sector information services. Access to GILS contents could also be accomplished through
kiosks, "800 numbers," electronic mail, bulletin boards, FAX, and off-line media such as floppy
disks, CD-ROM, and printed works.
While GILS would encompass a very wide range of information sources and many mechanisms
for finding and delivering information, a "GILS Core" would be specifically defined to be a
defmitive locator of agency information resources. The GILS Core would be accessible on public
networks without charge to direct users.
GILS would use network technology and the American National Standards Institute Z39.50
standard for information search and retrieval so that information can be retrieved in a variety of
ways, and so that GILS direct users can ultimately gain access to many other major Federal and
non-Federal information resources. GILS would also include automated linkages that facilitate
electronic delivery of off-the-shelf information products, as well as guide users to data systems
that support analysis and synthesis of information.
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OMB Circular A-130 and Information Locators
On June 25, 1993, the Office of Management and Budget revised Circular A-130, "Management of
Federal Information Resources," to strengthen policies for managing government information
(58 F.R. 36068, July 2, 1993). Circular A-130 states that availability of government information in
diverse media, including electronic formats, permits the public greater flexibility in using the information,
and that modem information technology presents opportunities to improve the management of
government programs to provide better service to the public. It notes that the development of public
electronic information networks, such as the Intemet, provides an additional way for agencies to increase
the diversity of information sources available to the public, and that emerging standards such as ANSI
(American National Standards Institute) Z39.50 will be used increasingly to facilitate dissemination of
government information in a networked environment.
Circular A- 130 states that agencies shall:
s Disseminate information products on equitable and timely terms;
• Avoid establishing exclusive, restricted, or other distribution arrangements that interfere with the
availability of information dissemination products on a timely and equitable basis;
• Use voluntary standards and Federal Information Processing Standards;
• Use electronic media and formats, including public networks, as appropriate and within
budgetary constraints, in order to make government information more easily accessible and
useful to the public;
• Take advantage of all dissemination channels, Federal and nonfederal, including State and local
governments, libraries and private sector entities;
• Provide information describing how the public may gain access to agency information resources;
• Help the public locate government information maintained by or for the agency;
• Establish and maintain inventories of all agency information dissemination products;
• Develop such other aids to locating agency information dissemination products including
catalogs and directories...
Where to find more information on the Government Information Locator Service (GILS)
Based on the work of interagency groups such as the Working Group on Public Access, and in
coordination with the Information Infrastructure Task Force (IITF), the Office of Management
and Budget has endorsed a vision document describing how GILS may be implemented. The
document will become a report to the IITF after review by the three IITF Committees and the
United States Advisory Council on the National Information Infrastructure. Prior versions of the
document were reviewed by various Federal agencies and other interested parties, including some
non-Federal organizations and by the general public through notices in both the Federal Register
and the Commerce Business Daily, as well as through a public meeting held at the Department of
the Interior on December 13, 1993.
The OILS document is available on the FedWorid electronic bulletin board (703-321-8020) or by
anonymous FTP (File Transfer Protocol) via the Internet at 130.11.48.107 as/pub/gils.doc
(Microsoft Word for Windows format),/pub/gils.wp (WordPerfect 5.2 format), or/pub/gils.txt
(ASCII text format). Comments should be sent by electronic mail to echristi_usgs.gov, or
on paper to Eliot Christian, U.S. Geological Survey, 802 National Center, Reston, VA, 22092.
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Government Information Locator Service (GILS)
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB), in coordination with the Information
Infrastructure Task Force (IITF), is promoting the establishment of an agency-based
Government Information Locator Service (GILS) to help the public locate and access
information throughout the U.S. government.
This document presents a vision of how GILS may be implemented. It is intended to be
issued as a report to the IITF after review by the IITF Committee on Information Policy,
the IITF Committee on Telecommunications Policy, the IITF Committee on Applications
and Technology, and the United States Advisory Council on the National Information
Infrastructure.
This document was developed primarily by Eliot Christian and the Locator Subgroup of
the Interagency Working Group on Public Access. Prior versions of this document were
reviewed by various Federal agencies and other interested parties, including some
non-Federal organizations and by the general public through notices in both the Federal
Register and the Commerce Business Daily, as well as through a public meeting held at the
Department of the Interior on December 13, 1993.
The design of GILS follows generally on the work of Dr. Charles McClure of Syracuse
University as described in the 1992 report to OMB, the National Archives and Records
Administration, and the General Services Administration, entitled "Identifying and
Describing Federal Information Inventory/Locator Systems: Design for Network-Based
Locators."
This document is available on the FedWorld electronic bulletin board (703-321-8020) or
by anonymous FTP (File Transfer Protocol) via the Internet at 130.11.48.107 as
/pub/gils.doc (Microsoft Word for Windows format) or/pub/gils.txt (ASCII text format).
Comments should be sent by electronic mail to echristi@usgs.gov, or on paper to
Eliot Christian, U.S. Geological Survey, 802 National Center, geston, VA, 22092.
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1. Context
The Administration's Strategic Technology policy document entitled "Technology for America's
Economic Growth, A New Direction to Build Economic Strength" states:
Every year, the Federal Government spends billions of dollars collecting and
processing information (e.g., economic data, environmental data, and technical
information). Unfortunately, while much of this information is very valuable, many
potential users either do not know that it exists or do not know how to access it.
We are committed to using new computer and networking technology to make this
information more accessible to the taxpayers who paid for it. In addition, it will
require consistent Federal information policies designed to ensure that Federal
information is made available at a fair price to as many users as possible while
encouraging growth of the information industry.
On June 25, 1993, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) revised Circular A-130,
"Management of Federal Information Resources," to strengthen policies for managing
government information (58 F.R. 36068, July 2, 1993). Circular A-130 encourages agencies to
use new technologies to make government information available to the public in a timely and
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equitable manner via a diverse array of sources, both public and private. It states that availability
of government information in diverse media, including electronic formats, permits the public
greater flexibility in using the information, and that modern information technology presents
opportunities to improve the management of government programs to provide better service to
the public. It also notes that the development of public electronic information networks, such as
the Internet, provides an additional way for agencies to increase the diversity of information
sources available to the public, and that emerging standards such as ANSI (American National
Standards Institute) Z39.50 will be used increasingly to facilitate dissemination of government
information in a networked environment.
OMB Circular A-130 states that agencies shall:
Disseminate information products on equitable and timely terms;
Avoid establishing, or permitting others to establish on their behalf, exclusive, restricted,
or other distribution arrangements that interfere with the availability of information
dissemination products on a timely and equitable basis;
Use voluntary standards and Federal Information Processing Standards where appropriate
or required;
Use electronic media and formats, including public networks, as appropriate and within
budgetary constraints, in order to make government information more easily accessible
and useful to the public;
Take advantage of all dissemination channels, Federal and nonfederal, including State and
local governments, libraries and private sector entities;
Provide information describing how the public may gain access to agency information
resources;
Help the public locate government information maintained by or for the agency;
Establish and maintain inventories of all agency information dissemination products;
Develop such other aids to locating agency information dissemination products including
catalogs and directories...
In addition to the Strategic Technology policy and the strengthened Federal policy concerning
information dissemination, the Administration has called for a more active role of agencies in
strengthening the implementation of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). The belief is, if
agencies actively open up access to information, the use of formal FOIA requests by the public
will become less necessary thereby improving agency responsiveness and decreasing costs.
The responsibilities of Federal agencies with regard to the management of electronic records are
also growing in importance as their reliance on electronic information systems increases. The
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) will be issuing revised guidance to
agencies to update policies consistent with 44 U.S.C.
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Because it is essential to the operation of government and to democratic principles that agencies
actively manage information, these and other laws and policies assert a fundamental requirement
that Federal agencies maintain readily accessible inventories of their records and other information
holdings. To help the public locate and access public information within agency inventories, the
Administration has committed to promote the establishment of an agency-based Government
Information Locator Service (GILS).
Agencies are already required to create and maintain an inventory of their information systems
and information dissemination products under 44 U.S.C., FOIA, and OMB Circular A-130.
Although compliance with these requirements varies greatly, the incremental cost of making those
inventories accessible through GILS is expected to be minimal. Accordingly, the participation of
agencies in establishing and maintaining the GILS Core may be accomplished as a collective effort
executed within existing funds and authorities.
OMB expects to publish in 1994 an OMB Bulletin that would follow-on Circular A-130 and
provide implementing guidance specifying agency responsibilities to participate in GILS and
setting performance measures. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) will
establish a GILS Profile as a Federal Information Processing Standard fliPS) with mandatory
application for Federal agencies establishing locators for government information. A program of
evaluation will be established to evaluate the degree to which GILS meets user information needs,
including factors such as accessibility, ease of use, suitability of descriptive language, accuracy,
consistency, timeliness, and completeness of coverage.
2. GILS Overview
2.1 Characteristics of GILS
In homes, workplaces, schools, hospitals, and libraries throughout the United States, the public
should be able to discover sources of publicly accessible information maintained throughout the
U.S. Federal government. To meet that goal, Federal agencies are organizing the agency-based
GILS as a component of the National Information Infrastructure 0qII).
GILS must be many things to many people. It must be comprehensive, yet user friendly. It must
answer specific questions, yet allow for scanning a wide range of government information. It must
be able to answer questions from the most naive users, yet allow for in-depth research as well. It
also must be of direct service to the public, yet not undermine the diversity of existing information
sources. GILS must reflect an inclusive policy that lets any private sector information provider
which is providing GILS sources to make its own resources known and accessible.
GILS depends critically on other aspects ofthe emerging Nil. GILS must be implemented with
full recognition of individual privacy and intellectual property rights. Agencies will need to ensure
that members of the public whom the agency has a responsibility to inform have a reasonable
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ability to access GILS and the underlying information resources and information dissemination
products. Agencies participating in GILS must take care to minimize barriers to use, including
equipment and software requirements, cost, and technical complexity.
2.2. GILS from the User Perspective
The public will use GILS either directly or through intermediaries. In an exploration analogy, the
distinction is that direct users roam at will but users of intermediate services take a guided tour.
The following are some examples of GILS direct users and intermediaries:
A researcher interested in national health care may access a wide range of GILS sources as
a direct user in order to explore issues from virtually any perspective.
An educator interested in keeping up with electronic educational materials may access a
few GILS sources once a month as a direct user over a dial-up connection to the Interact.
An information service may access GILS hourly as a diiect user, and also act as an
intermediary by constructing a value-added directory derived from GILS for sale to users
with specific needs such as economic forecasts.
A network service provider may offer an intermediate service by offering selected GILS
access to users as a set of options within their bulletin board services.
A Federal agency may act as an intermediary in adding GILS access into its existing
information service to provide public information referrals to sources in other agencies.
A major advantage of the networked and decentralized design of GILS is that it allows direct
users to explore many different perspectives of government information. Since they are less
constrained in their searching, direct users have more flexibility to explore the full complement of
available information. However, direct users must have network access and they are also assumed
to be literate in English to at least the secondary school level, capable of using a personal
computer, and aware of any constraints of their own hardware or software environment.
In contrast, intermediate services are typically oriented toward a particular user community and
present a more focused experience to users searching for information. Intermediate services need
not require users to have network access, but can present GILS information in the full range of
communications media. Such services can be offered via electronic mail, bulletin boards, FAX,
and other media such as CD-ROM (Compact Disk-Read Only Memory), printed publications,
telephone help desks, and information kiosks in public places such as envisioned in the
Administration's Service to the Citizen initiative.
Clearly, most of the public need for access to government information will be well served through
the diverse array of public and private sector service providers. Casual users and those lacking
network access will be served typically through products and services offered by agency or
non-government intermediaries such as Depository Libraries, other public libraries, and private
sector providers. These intermediaries obtain GILS information either as direm users themselves
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or from other intermediaries, but the extent of government information that may be provided by
any particular intermediate service is not prescribed by GILS.
2.3. GILS from the Provider Perspective
The design of GILS follows generally the work of Dr. Charles McClure of Syracuse University as
described in a 1992 report to OMB, NARA, and the General Services Administration (GSA).
A locator is here defined as an information resource that identifies other information resources,
describes the information available in those resources, and provides assistance in how to obtain
the information.
A key concept of GILS is that it uses network technology to support many different views across
many separate locators. Although directly accessible on networks, all or part of the GILS contents
can also be made available by intermediaries through other media. These alternative mechanisms
help assure that the information is available through a diversity of sources, both public and
private, and covering the full range from telephone help though print media and up to the most
sophisticated electronic network technologies.
GILS organizes a collective set of agency-based locators and associated information services that
are decentralized so that responsibilities stay as close as possible to those who understand and
care for the information and who are serving the agency's primary user community. Each agency
is responsible for ensuring that its GILS components are continuously accessible to GILS direct
users, whether through agency computer resources or through other arrangements. Certain
agencies also have in their primary mission an additional role in helping the public to access
information maintained elsewhere in the government.
Among the GILS agency components is a set of locator records designated to comprise the GILS
Core. The GILS Core consists of those locator records that are required to be maintained by
those Federal agencies having significant information holdings, each of which describes agency
holdings. These agency locator records can be aggregated by direct users of GILS to provide a
broad view of all Federal government holdings, and they can also be combined in other ways
because GILS uses interoperable standards for information search and retrieval.
Agencies such as the Government Printing Office (GPO) and the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS), as well as private sector information providers, can supplement access to the
GILS Core with access to other Federal and non-Federal information. Other major Federal
government information systems such as the GPO Access System, the NTIS FedWorld system,
the National Geospatial Data System, and the Global Change Data and Information System will
be accessible to GILS direct users. GILS direct users may have access to a wide range of
additional Federal information on the network such as current and historical information on
Federal programs and institutions; public notices, law, regulation, policy, and procedural
materials, and listings of experts and office locations. Other government entities (State, local,
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foreign, international) and non-government organizations will also be encouraged to institute
locators compatible with the international standards used in GILS. GILS itself will accommodate
the expressed needs of other government organizations where practical.
3, Service Requirements
3.1 Design Principles
GILS is a component of the Nil that is evolving with guidance from the Information
Infrastructure Task Force. GILS will be interoperable with other component Nil initiatives such
as the National Spatial Data Infrastructure. GILS is also expected to adapt to and to encourage
technical innovation, especially in ways that enhance public access.
GILS will conform to national and international standards for information and data processing.
Participants in GILS will use voluntary standards processes (e.g., ANSI, the Open Systems
Environment Implementors Workshop, and the Internet Engineering Task Force) to promote
interoperability of search and retrieval mechanisms, network communications, user authentication,
and resource identifiers, among other essential components. Near-term implementations of GILS
will use the Internet and its communications protocols, but GILS is based on the international
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model in order to be compatible with a wide range of
technologies. The application profile specifying GILS compliance will be maintained and
published by NIST.
GILS takes advantage of the network technology known as client-server architecture, which
allows information to be distributed among multiple independent information servers. Client
applications may allow the user to question many servers concurrently and have the answers
automatically combined. In this way, GILS allows for agencies to maintain various information
resources optimized for their usual customers, yet the resources can be rapidly collated in a
different way to serve a different need. Special provisions are made in GILS to support navigation
among GILS iocators by using hierarchical browsing as well as textual searching.
GILS supports seamless access not only among iocators but directly to referenced information
resources. When implemented at both the client and server, GILS linkages facilitate electronic
delivery of off-the-shelf information products, as well as connection to data syste.ms that support
analysis and synthesis of information.
GILS does not directly address the general problem of how to correlate or otherwise combine
data gathered from among sources that are maintained separately. Communities of interest, such
as the participants in the National Spatial Data Infrastructure, are working toward improving the
situation, but no general solution has yet met with wide acceptance. While there are deep and
complex issues surrounding data comparability, it is clear that complete and readily accessible
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documentation will be a key requirement. GILS does provide a basis for broad accessibility to the
highest level documentation of data and information holdings.
3.2 Functions
Because GILS builds on agency-based locators, supplementing other agency and commercial
information dissemination mechanisms, user support services are not specifically prescribed.
Federal agencies are required to provide an appropriate level of user support services for their
components of GILS, either directly or through intermediaries.
Requests and arrangements for delivery of information located through GILS are handled in a
variety of ways, including support for electronic delivery of information products. Much of the
referenced information is not available in electronic form, although the trend is clearly in the
direction of electronic network availability. At a minimum, GILS always provides information
regarding request and delivery procedures for the various distribution options as defined by the
disseminating organization.
Direct users of GILS must be able to use non-proprietary, standard mechanisms to discover
information sources and retrieve basic textual information content. This function is within the
scope of the information search and retrieval standard known in the United States as
ANSI Z39.50 and internationally as ISO (International Standards Organization) 10162/10163.
GILS locators must be accessible on interconnected electronic network facilities and must support
the currently approved ANSI Z39.50 standard for information search and retrieval. To facilitate
interoperability of independently developed components of GILS, such as discrete client and
server software, a GILS Profile is being drafted by a research project between the U.S. Geological
Survey and Syracuse University, funded by the Interagency Working Group on Data Management
for Global Change. (Extracts from a recent draft of that specification are included as Appendix 2
to this document.) This research effort in intended to lead to a formally approved GILS Profile.
The GILS Profile will provide a complete specification of GILS as it makes use of ANSI Z39.50,
but also specify where necessary those characteristics of GILS that are not within the scope of
ANSI Z39.50. The GILS Profile will provide for navigating among GILS Iocators through the
specifications given for the GILS Core Elements. The GILS Profile will not constrain how
information is maintained at the source, nor how the information is displayed to the user.
Access to OILS is expected to be embedded within many different computer applications, ranging
from the very simple to those that support conceptual search across languages, dynamically
interpret natural language, or filter search requests to sift huge amounts of information
automatically. Software conforming with ANSI Z39.50 must also conform to the GILS Profile to
provide full functionality to OILS direct users. Public domain client software that supports access
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to GILS will beavailablefrom GPO,NTIS, andtheClearinghousefor NetworkedInformation
DiscoveryandRetrieval,amongothers.
Alternativewaysto organizeand present networked information are encouraged, but agencies
participating in GILS will implement such alternatives in addition to supporting access by GILS
direct users who employ the currently approved ANSI Z39.50 standard. For example, information
organized via the OSI X.500 standard can be made accessible via ANSI Z39.50, thereby
enhancing access capabilities. It should also be noted that GILS direct users will typically have
access to a wide variety of information sources that do not comply with the GILS profile but
which are compliant with various other standards.
Some internal redundancy in GILS is to be expected. Such redundancy is appropriate because the
same information resources may be described differently to different audiences or for different
purposes, and descriptions will cover information resources at a wide range of aggregation. Also,
the same information resources may be described differently by different information services that
participate directly or as intermediaries in providing Federal information to the public. Because
GILS incorporates a variety of automated and manual search techniques, users will obtain
different perspectives on a question depending on how GILS is used.
GPO (and perhaps NARA, NTIS and other agencies) will maintain a publicly accessible GILS
source that provides a comprehensive directory of all Core Iocators. When appropriate to their
respective missions, Federal agencies may also develop and maintain additional interagency,
topical locators that will also serve to enhance opportunities for sharing information resources.
The following are examples of topics that might be the subject of additional interagency locators:
economic indicators, trade information, spatial data, educational and training resources, disaster
relief, health information, biodiversity and global change research. Such iocators would be similar
in function to the GILS Core, but would not necessarily use the GILS Core Elements format nor
be focused solely on Federal agency holdings.
4. Core Requirements
4.1 Functions
GILS uses networking technology to provide a seamless facility that spans a wide variety
of decentralized information sources. Within this range of sources, a subset will be Federal
agency-based locators containing records that comply with the defined standards for OILS Core
Elements. The GILS Core is defined as those locator records maintained by the U.S. Federal
government, all of which comply with the defined GILS Core Element standards, and all of which
are mutually accessible through interconnected electronic network facilities. Each information
disseminating agency is responsible for compiling and maintaining their respective records in
the GILS Core. Information services for access to OILS Core locator records will be maintained
by Federal agencies without charge to the direct user.
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The GILS Core is designed to satisfy Federal agency responsibilities to maintain an inventory
of their electronic information dissemination products, as described in OMB Circular A-130.
It should also be useful to agencies in improving agency responsiveness to FOIA requests.
By including a record for each Federal information system holding publicly accessible data or
information, the GILS Core thereby supports records management responsibilities of Federal
agencies in reporting on agency information systems, codified in 44 U.S.C. Chapters 31 and 33.
However, maintaining in GILS a reference to the availability of an information product does not
itself satisfy all agency obligations under 44 U.S.C.
It is important to note that the vast majority of information sources accessible to GILS direct
users would not be considered part of the GILS Core because they are not maintained by the
U.S. Government, do not offer records in the format of the GILS Core Elements, are not on
public networks, or are not offered free of charge. Many of these non-Core sources are locators
nonetheless and will be vet3' valuable for users in finding information. Also, other relevant sources
of Federal information and Federal government information systems may be accessible to direct
users of GILS. For example, various agencies and private sector information providers may
develop products which contain GILS Core locator records. Indeed, such derivative and value-
added products may oiten be the first point of access to Federal information resources.
The GILS Profile provides for the GILS locator records to be available in multiple forms,
including Generic Record Syntax, United States Machine Readable Cataloging (USMARC), and
Simple Unstructured Text Record Syntax (SUTRS). When using the Generic Record Syntax, the
GILS locator elements can support representation in Hypen_xt Markup Language (HTML).
(HTML is the format interpreted by the NCSA Mosaic client soitware when presenting Word
Wide Web objects, for example.) Provision has also been made in the GILS profile to support
switching among navigation techniques, including use of a browsing mode as in gopher,.or a
searching mode as in Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS). The incorporation in GILS of
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) greatly simplifies electronic navigation among locators and
other data systems available on interconnected networks.
4.2 Content
The GILS Core will include records for all information locators that catalog other publicly
accessible information resources at least partially funded by the Federal government, as well as for
each of the Federal government information systems that include publicly accessible data or
information. While GILS Core records can point to any kind ofinformation source, they are
especially designed for helping users navigate among a wide array of other locators of various
forms.
It is not recommended that agencies use the precise format of the OILS Core iocator records to
describe all types of information resources. Rather, the agency should maintain inventory records
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in a format appropriate to the primary user community being served. For example, the GILS Core
Elements format would be a poor choice for describing each agency expert in particular technical
areas, but it could well be used to describe the resource that contains a compilation of such
descriptions. When such inventories are published, the originating agency should include a locator
record that enables electronic linkage from and to the GILS Core locator.
The entire GILS Core is not likely to contain more than 100,000 locator records. In addition to
locator records for information systems, it is estimated that the GILS Core will contain up to
1,000 locator records per Federal agency that is a major disseminator of public information.
Agencies that are not major disseminators will typically have fewer records in their portion of the
GILS Core, especially if the agency is relatively small. Where agencies maintain information
inventories that have far more records, the agency is expected to aggregate related information
resources in an locator record included in the GILS Core and to link the detailed inventory to
GILS. Each GILS Core locator record is estimated to be less than 1,000 words in length. (Agency
supplemental information, of course, may result in much larger locator records in some cases.)
4.3 Core Element Definitions
Content definitions describe the GILS Core Elements required for users to determine the
relevance of defined information resources to his or her need and to understand subsequent
actions to obtain the information resources. These definitions identify relations among GILS Core
Elements, and between GILS Core Elements and the USMARC format for bibliographic data.
Terms used elsewhere and USMARC tags that appear to have similar content definitions are listed
here as "Related Terms."
ANSI Z39.50 definitions for GILS Core Elements provide a structure and format for movement
of the GILS elements between computer systems, such as in an on-line, local, or wide area
networking environment. The Abstract Record Syntax and Basic Encoding Rules used to define
GILS Core Elements are also suitable for movement of element contents between automated
systems using digital media such as tape, diskette, or CD-ROM.
The GILS Profile offers preferred nomenclatures and templates of presentation formats for use in
printed media as well as in electronic presentations. Although specified for human viewing in
English, these are intended to also be extended to other languages. Separate templates may be
appropriate for representing GILS Core Elements: online via Unstructured Text, online via
HTML; online via a 24-line by 80-character computer terminal, and off-line in paper copy print.
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4.3.1. Mandatory Elements
Title: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record. It conveys the most significant
aspects of the referenced resource and is intended for initial presentation to users independently of
other elements. It should provide sufficient information to allow users to make an initial decision
on likely relevance. It should convey the most significant information available, including the
general topic area, as well as a specific reference to the subject.
(Related Terms - USMARC 2455a, heading, table of contents entry)
Control Identifier: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record. It is defined by the
information provider and is used to distinguish this locator record from all other OILS Core
entries. The control identifier should be distinguished with the record source agency acronym as
provided in the U.S. Government Manual. (Related Terms - control number, system ID, URI)
Abstract: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record. It presents a narrative
description of the information resource. This narrative should provide enough general information
to allow the user to determine if the information resource has sufficient potential to warrant
contacting the provider for further information. The abstract should not exceed 500 words in
length. (Related Terms - USMARC 520, description)
Purpose: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record. It describes why the
information resource is offered and identifies other programs, projects, campaigns, and legislative
actions wholly or partially responsible for the establishment or continued delivery of this
information resource. It may include the origin and lineage of the information resource, and
related information resources. (Related Terms - USMARC 500, background, history)
Originator: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record. It identifies the information
resource originator, named as in the U.S. Government Manual where applicable.
(Related Terms - USMARC 710 with $4org, creating organization)
Access Constraints: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record, although in some
cases this element may contain the value "None." It describes any constraints or legal prerequisites
for accessing the information resource or its component products or services. This includes any
constraints applied to assure fights of privacy or intellectual property, and any other special
restrictions or limitations on obtaining the information resource. Guidance on obtaining any users'
manuals or other aids needed for the public to reasonably access the information resource must
also be included here. (Related Terms - USMARC 506)
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Use Constraints: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record, although in some
cases this element may contain the value "None." It describes any constraints or legal prerequisites
for using the information resource or its component products or services. This includes any
constraints applied to assure rights of privacy or intellectual property and any other special
restrictions or limitations on using the information resource. (Related Terms - USMARC 540)
Availability: This mandatory dement occurs one or more times per locator record. It is a
grouping of sub-dements that together describe how the information resource is made available.
Distributor: This mandatory sub-element occurs once per Availability element.
It identifies the distributor by name. (Related Terms - USMARC 037)
Resource Description: This optional sub-element occurs nor more than once per
Availability element. It identifies the resource as it is known to the distributor.
(Related Terms - USMARC 037)
Order Process: This mandatory sub-dement occurs once per Availability element.
It provides information on how to obtain the information resource from this distributor,
including any fees associated with acquisition of the product or use of the service, order
options (e.g., available in print or digital forms, PC or Macintosh versions), order
methods, payment alternatives, and delivery methods. (Related Terms - USMARC 037)
Technical Prerequisites: This optional sub-dement occurs no more than once per
Availability element. It describes any technical prerequisites for use of the information
resource as made available by this distributor. (Related Terms - USMARC 538)
Available Spatial Reference: This optional sub-dement may occur multiple times per
Availability element. When present, it provides the geographic reference for the
information resource as made available by this distributor. (Formats are as given for the
Spatial Reference element described below).
Available Time Period: This optional sub-element may occur multiple times per
Availability dement. It provides the time period reference for the information
resource as made available by this distributor. (Time period formats are as given
for the Time Period of Content element described below).
Available Linkage: This optional sub-element occurs no more than once per Availability
element. It provides the information needed to contact an automated system made
available by this distributor, expressed in a form that can be interpreted by a computer
(i.e., UR/). Available linkages are appropriate to reference other locators, facilitate
electronic delivery of off-the-shelf information products, or guide the user to data systems
that support analysis and synthesis of information. (Related Terms - USMARC 856, UR.I)
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Available Linkage Type: This optional sub-element occurs if there is an Available
Linkage described. It provides the data content type (i.e., MIME) for the referenced UILI.
Point of Contact for further information: This mandatory element occurs once per locator
record. It identifies an organization, and a person where appropriate, serving as the point of
contact plus methods that may be used to make contact, such as telephone number, mail address,
electronic mail address, fax number. (Related Terms - USMARC 8565m for electronic resources,
USMARC 500 for other than electronic resources)
Record Source: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record. It identifies the
organization, as named in the U.S. Government Manual, that created or last modified or verified
this iocator record. (Related Terms - USMARC 040, responsible organization)
Date Last Modified: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record. It identifies the
latest date on which this locator record was created, modified, or verified.
(Related Terms - USMARC 008/00-05)
4.3.2. Elements Mandatory for Information Systems
The GILS Core includes a locator record for each Federal information system holding publicly
accessible data or information. The following two elements are optional for other GILS Core
locator records.
Agency Program: This optional element occurs no more than once per iocator record. It
identifies the major agency program or mission supported by the system and should include a
citation for any specific legislative authorities associated with this information resource.
(Related Terms - USMARC 5065e)
Sources of Data: This optional element occurs no more than once per locator record. It identifies
the primary sources or providers of data to the system, whether within or outside the agency.
(Related Terms - USMARC 537)
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4.3.3. Optional Elements
Controlled Vocabulary: This optional element may occur multiple times per locator record. It is
a grouping of sub-elements that together provide any controlled vocabulary used to describe the
resource and the source of that controlled vocabulary.
Index Terms - Controlled: This sub-element occurs once per Controlled
Vocabulary element. It is a grouping of descriptive terms drawn from a controlled
vocabulary source to aid users in locating entries of potential interest. Each term is
provided in the subordinate repeating field Controlled Term.
(Related Terms - USMARC 650, keywords)
Thesaurus: This element occurs once per Controlled Vocabulary element. It
provides the reference to a formally registered thesaurus or similar authoritative
source of the controlled indcx terms. Notes on how to obtain electronic: access to
or copies of the referenced source should be provided, possibly through a Cross
Reference to another locator record that more fully describes the standard and its
potential application to locating GILS information.
(Related Terms - USMARC 65052)
Local Subject Index: This optional element occurs no more than once per locator record. It is a
grouping of descriptive terms to aid users in locating entries of potential interest, but the terms are
not drawn from a formally registered controlled vocabulary source. Each term is provided in the
repeating sub-element Local Subject Term(Related Terms - USMAgC 653, keywords)
Methodology: This optional element occurs no more than once per locator record. It identifies
any specialized tools, techniques, or methodology used to produce this information resource. The
validity, degree of reliability, and any known possibility of errors should also be described
(Related Terms - USMARC 567, sensor, sampling, model)
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Spatial Reference: This optional element occurs no more than once per locator record and
provides the geographic reference for the information resource. Geographic names and
coordinates can be used to define the bounds of coverage. Although described here informally, the
spatial object constructs should be as defined in FIPS 173, "Spatial Data Transfer Standard."
Bounding Rectangle: This optional sub-element occurs no more than once within
a Spatial Reference element. It provides the limits of coverage expressed by
latitude and longitude values in the order: western-most, eastern-most,
northern-most, southern-most.
G-Polygon: This optional sub-element may occur multiple times within a Spatial
Reference element. It provides the actual outline of coverage, including voids,
through two associated constructs. An Outer G-Ring represents the closed
non-intersecting boundary of an interior area, and an Exclusion G-Ring represents
the closed non-intersecting boundary of a void in an interior area.
Geographic Name: This optional sub-element may occur multiple times within a
Spatial Reference element. It identifies significant areas and/or places within the
coverage through two associated constructs: a Geographic Keyword Name and a
Geographic Keyword Type. A preferred source of the names and types is the
Geographic Names Information System.
Coordinate Pair: This optional sub-element may occur multiple times within a
Spatial Reference element. It provides a representative location expressed by
latitude and longitude.
Time Period of Content: This optional element may occur multiple times per locator record.
It provides time frames associated with the information resource, in one of two forms:
Time period - structured: Time described using the USMARC prescribed
structure. (Related Terms - USMARC 045)
Time period - textual: Time not described in the USMARC prescribed structure.
(Related Terms - USMARC 500)
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Cross Reference: This optional element may occur multiple times per locator record.
Each instance is a grouping of sub-elements that together identify another locator record likely to
be of interest. (Related Terms - USMARC 787)
Cross Reference Title: This optional sub-element occurs no more than once per
Cross Reference element. It provides a human readable textual description of the
cross reference.
Cross Reference Linkage: This optional sub-element occurs no more than once
per Cross Reference element. It provides the machine readable information needed
to perform the access. (Related Terms - UR.I)
Cross Reference Type: This optional sub-element occurs if there is a Cross Reference
Linkage described. It provides the data content type (i.e., MIME) for the referenced UKI.
Original Control Identifier: This optional element occurs no more than once per iocator record.
It is used by the record source agency to refer to another GILS locator record from which this
locator record was derived. (Related Terms - control number, system ID, UR.I)
Agency Supplemental Information: This optional element occurs no more than once per
locator record. Through this element, agencies may associate other descriptive information with
the GILS Core locator record. (Related Terms - USMARC 500)
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Appendix 1: Glossary_
agency - any executive department, military department, government corporation, government
controlled corporation, or other establishment in the executive branch of the United States
Federal government, or any independent regulatory agency (OMB Circular A-130).
ANSI Z39.50 - The "American National Standard Information Retrieval Application Service
Definition and Protocol Specification for Open Systems Intercormection" is developed by the
National Information Standards Organization (NISO), accredited to the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI). ANSI Z39.50 complies with the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
family of standards promulgated by the International Standards Organization (ISO), and is
interoperable with the international standards for information search and retrieval, ISO 10162
and 10163. As of this writing, the currently approved version is ANSI Z39.50 Version 2.
direct user - a person or automated process that accesses GILS from networks using the GILS
Profile and thereby having more flexibility to explore the full complement of available information.
People who are direct users of GILS are assumed to be literate in English to at least the
secondary school level, capable of using a personal computer, and aware of any constraints of
their own hardware or software environment.
dissemination - the government initiated distribution of information to the public, excluding
distribution limited to government employees or agency contractors or grantees, intra-agency
or inter-agency use or sharing of government information, and responses to requests for agency
records under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) or Privacy Act. Here,
"disseminating information" is not distinguished from "providing access to information"
(following OMB Circular A-130).
government information - information created, collected, processed, disseminated, or disposed
of by or for the Federal government (OMB Circular A-130).
Government Information Locator Service (GILS) - a decentralized collection ofiocators and
associated information services used by the public either directly or through intermediaries to find
public information throughout the U.S. Federal government.
GILS Core - those sources maintained by the U.S. Federal government, all of which comply
with the defined GILS Core Element standards and are mutually accessible through
interconnected electronic network facilities without charge to the direct user. Although the GILS
Core will be implemented initially on the Internet, it is intended to support broad interoperability.
government publication - information which is published as an individual document at
government expense, or as required by law (OMB Circular A-130).
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information - any communication or representation of knowledge such as facts, data, or opinions
in any medium or form, including textual, numerical, graphic, cartographic, narrative, or
audiovisual forms (OMB Circular A-130).
information product- any book, paper, map, machine-readable material, audiovisual production,
or other documentary material, regardless of physical form or characteristic
(OMB Circular A-130).
information resource - includes both government information and information technology
(OMB Circular A-130).
information service - considered equivalent to information product from the policy perspective
of OMB Circular A-130, although agency locator records for services may differ from those for
products.
information system - the organized collection, processing, maintenance, transmission, and
dissemination of information in accordance with defined procedures, whether automated or
manual (OMB Circular A-130).
information technology - the hardware and software operated by a Federal agency or by a
contractor of a Federal agency or other organization that processes information on behalf of the
Federal Government to accomplish a Federal function (OMB Circular A-130).
intermediary or intermediate service - an entity or service that makes some of the GILS
information available but does not provide the full capabilities of a direct user.
interoperability - a condition that exists when the distinctions between information systems
are not a barrier to accomplishing a task that spans multiple systems.
iocator - an information resource that identifies other information resources, describes the
information available in those resources, and provides assistance in how to obtain the information.
Open Systems Interconnection (OSID - a family of standards promulgated by the International
Standards Organization (ISO) and adhering to a specific model that promotes int.eroperabihty.
profile - a set of implementor agreements providing guidance in applying a standard interoperably
in a specific limited context.
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records management - the planning, controlling, directing, organizing, training, promoting, and
other managerial activities involved with respect to records creation, records maintenance and
use, and records disposition in order to achieve adequate and proper documentation of the
policies and transactions of the Federal government and effective and economical management
of agency operations. (44 U.S.C. 2901(2))
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) - A class of objects that defines a set of standards for the
encoding of system independent resource location and identification information for the use of
Internet information services. Examples of instantiations of this class include Uniform Resource
Locators and Uniform Resource Names.
USMARC - USMARC is an implementation of ANSI/NISO Z39.2, the American National
Standard for Bibliographic Information Interchange. The USMARC format documents contain
the definitions and content designators for the fields that are to be carried in records structured
according to Z39.2. GILS records in USMARC format contain fields defined in USMARC
Format for Bibliographic Data and USMARC Format for Holdings Data. Both of these
documents are published by the Library of Congress.
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Appendix 2; Extracts from Draft GELS Profile
Note: In this Appendix, the author has extracted from a draft document entitled "Using Z39.50
In An Application For The Government Information Locator Service (GILS)." That document
is being developed through a research project coordinated by Syracuse University and the
United States Geological Survey, funded by the Federal Interagency Working Group on Data
Management for Global Change. The complete draft document is available on the Intemet via
anonymous FTP (File Transfer Protocol) from 128.230.33.81 as FLlSGS/gils._profile.txt
(ASCII text format), or by mail from William E. Moen, Syracuse University, School of
Information Studies, 4-206 Center for Science and Technology, Syracuse, NY 13244-4100.
Telephone 315-443 -4508. Comments can be submitted via electronic mail to:
wemoen@mailbox.syr.edu.
INTRODUCTION
This document describes an ongoing research effort to develop a profile for the use of
ANSI/NISO Z39.50, The American National Standard Information Retrieval Application Service
Definition and Protocol Specification for Library Applications (National Information Standards
Organization, 1992), in the proposed Government Information Locator Service
(GILS)...ANSI/NISO Z39.50 is an American National Standard developed and approved by the
National Information Standards Organization (NISO)...The purpose ofZ39.50 is to allow one
computer operating in a client mode to perform information retrieval queries against another
computer acting as an information server...The standard is an applications-layer protocol within
the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model...Z39.50 is parallel to two international
standards: I SO 10162:1993 Information and documentation - Search and Retrieve Application
Service Definition, and ISO 10163-1:1993 Information and documentation -- Search and
Retrieve Application Protocol Specification...
A profile is "a set of one or more base standards, and where applicable, the identification of
chosen classes, subsets, options and parameters of those bases standards, necessary for
accomplishing a particular function...Profiles are also referred to as "functional standards,"
"implementation agreements," or "specifications.'...The research team broadened this definition
for the GILS Profile to include not only the specifications for Z39.50 in the application but also
other aspects of the implementations for a GILS conformant iocator that are beyond the scope of
the base standard (i.e., Z39.50)...
The GILS Profile provides the specifications for the overall GILS application relating to the GILS
Core and will completely specify the use ofZ39.50 in this application...This first version of the
GILS Profile is focused on the requirements for a GILS server. GILS clients will be able to
interconnect with any GILS server, and these clients will behave in a manner which allows
interworking with the GILS server. Clients that support Z39.50 but do not implement the GILS
profile will be able to access GILS records with less than full GILS functionality...
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ASSUMPTIONS AND AGREEMENTS ABOUT GILS
The GILS is understood to be an agency-based, Internet- accessible locator service. "Direct
users"...will connect to the GILS via the Internet using Z39.50 clients and servers to find
information about a wide range of Federal information resources.
Agencies will develop and maintain Locators. Locators are machine-readable databases that
contain Locator Records describing Federal information resources...The GILS Profile does not
specify the base technology (e.g., a database management system) that an agency uses to mount
its Locator database nor does it specify internal storage of records in the database...
A GILS Locator accessed using Z39.50 in the Internet environment acts primarily as a pointer to
information resources. Some of these information resources pointed to by GILS Locator Records,
as well as the GILS Locator, may be available electronically through other communications
protocols including the common Internet protocols that facilitate electronic information transfer
such as remote login (Telnet), File Transfer Protocol (FTP), and electronic mail (SMTP/MIME).
The use of these protocols or other communications paths is outside the scope of this project and
of the GILS Profile...
The GILS Core...contain[s] individual Locator Records, structured with a standardized set of data
elements (i.e., GILS Core Elements), that provide summary descriptions of Federal information
resources. These Locators (i.e., machine-readable databases) are themselves Federal information
resources and can be described by Locator Records...
Direct users must have prior knowledge of at least one of the GILS Locators and its network
address, and must be able to access it to enter the GILS. Upon entry, however, users may follow
links provided in the Locator Records to navigate through Locators existing on a number of
servers. The semantics of the Locator Records coupled with a client that understands these
semantics and building upon the ability of the Z39.50 protocol to provide a uniform interface to
multiple autonomously managed servers combine to provide the user with the impression of
seamless navigation among these distributed servers. The semantics of the Locator Records allow
elimination of duplicate records, further fostering the impression of a single system built out of
autonomous, distributed servers.
Each of the GILS Core Locators can be represented by a Locator Record in other OILS Core
Locators. Some GILS Core Locators will include references to all of the GILS Core Locators,
and these might be regarded as a kind of "directory of directories." However, GILS itself does not
assign any hierarchical status to specific locators. Rather, the structure and content of the GILS
Locator Records enable, for example, the aggregation of Locator Records in "directories" that
could be offered by one or more Federal agencies or other organizations.
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Once connected to the GILS, users may navigate through single or multiple Locators. GILS
servers will support searching (i.e., accept a search query and return a result set or diagnostic
messages) and may support browsing (i.e., accept a well-known search query and return a list of
Locator Records in brief display format). GILS servers must be able to return all elements of
Locator Records, or combinations of those elements, that contain non-zero length data.
A Locator Record consists of a number of data elements that identify and describe an information
resource... Several data elements can be included in Locator Records to facilitate GILS navigation
and electronic network- based access to information...
Users will be able to search a Locator as a means of finding out how to acquire or access the
information resource described by one or more Locator Records. GILS servers may support a
variety of search strategies...A user's search specification is received by a Locator (GILS server)
using the Search Facilities of Z39.50. The searchable elements of the Locator Records are called
Attributes...The exact manner by which the user constructs tl;e query is an interface issue and not
specified by the profile, but the user must be able to specify searches with each of the required
Attributes...
Aider a GILS server completes a search, it produces a result set and makes that available to a
client. The GILS server provides the client the contents of selected records from the result set
using the Retrieval Service ofZ39.50. The GILS server must respond to requests that records be
served up in one of the three Element Sets...specified by the GILS Profile. The exact manner in
which a result set is presented to the user is also an interface issue and not within the scope of the
profile.
A GILS Locator may provide a structure for browsing that is comprised of a chain of Locator
Records traversed through pointers specified in the GILS Core Element CROSS REFERENCE.
The CROSS REFERENCE is a repeating element. Each occurrence contains a item pointer in the
form of a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), the title of the item, and a content type to identify it.
Each referenced item may be a Locator Record on the same Locator or on another Locator.
To support browsing, an agency may include among the Locator Records on a GILS server one
with a zero-length value for its CONTROL IDENTIFIER. A GILS server will include this record
in result set in response to a well-known search query... This allows users to browse a Locator
when or if they have no other starting point. If, in response to this well-known search query, the
result set is empty, this particular Locator does not contain such a record...
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Attribute Sets
The profile specifies a GILS Attribute Set that...consists of all Bib-I Attributes and other Use
Attributes that are defined for GILS elements that cannot be mapped to Bib-I Use Attributes.
For any additional Use Attributes that cannot be mapped to Bib-1 Use Attributes, these will be
numbered in sequence beginning at 2000 and ending at 2999. These are well- known attributes
and will correspond in name and semantics to the elements in the GILS Schema. Since the use of
Generic Record Syntax (GRS) allows the creation of additional, agency- or originator- defined
string-tagged elements, the GILS Attribute Set allows these not-well-known elements to be
identified as attributes with tags numbered above 3000...
Diagnostic Messages
The standard provides a list of diagnostic messages that can be exchanged in the course of an
association between an origin (client) and target (server). The GILS application will use
Diagnostic Set Bib-1.
Record Syntaxes
Record syntaxes provide for the transfer of database records between a target (server) and an
origin (client) in acceptable form for processing. The profile requires servers to support the
following three record syntaxes:
USMARC - an implementation of ANSUNISO Z39.2 and maintained by the Library of
Congress
Generic Record Syntax (GRS) -- defined in Z39.50
Unstructured Text (SUTRS) -- defined in Z39.50...
The Generic Record Syntax is a general-purpose format for packaging records of varying
complexity with potentially arbitrary data in individual fields. For mainly-text records like GILS
records, GRS is simple and efficient. USMARC is a format used by many bibliographic systems.
These systems are likely to be important users of GILS...Unstructured Text (SUTRS) provides a
bare-minimum operating capability. SUTRS records consist of a single text field formatted by the
target system (sewer). GILS targets (servers) will use the Preferred Presentation Format to
format Locator Records for Unstructured Text transmission...In the cases when the server
transmits records using SUTRS or USMARC record syntaxes, it will alert the user that
information will be lost and the data transformations will not necessarily be reversible.
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Z39.50 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE GILS APPLICATION
The GILS Profile details a range of facilities and services available in Z39.50, describes an
Attribute Set for searching and three Element Sets by which the server presents some or all the
elements of the Locator Records, and prescribes the Record Syntaxes to be supported by GILS
servers for the transfer ofLocator Records...The terminology and concepts presented in this
section are specific to this standard. Readers should consult the complete standard for further
information and reference. For example, the standard uses the words "origin" and "target,"
rather than "client" and "server."...
GILS Origins (clients) and Targets (servers) support Z39.50, Version 2...
Facilities
GILS Z39.50 Origins (clients) and Targets (servers) must support the following Version 2
Facilities and Services for information retrieval for operation in the Internet environment:
FACILITY
Init Facility -- allows an origin (client) to propose values for
initialization parameters.
Search Facility -- enables an origin system (client) to query a
database at a target system (server), and to receive information
about the results of query.
Retrieval Facility - enables the origin (client) to retrieve records
according to position within a result set maintained by the target
(server).
Termination Facility -- allows the origin (client) or target (server)
to initiate abrupt termination or graceful termination of a
connection.
SERVICE
Init Service
Search Service
Present Service
Mapped to TCP ABORT
or TCP CLOSE
Standard Z39.50 Init Service negotiation procedures control the use of all services. No additional
services are required for conformance to the GILS Profile. Other Z39.50 services, however, may
be provided optionally by target systems (servers) and used by origins (clients).
Search Service Parameters
The GILS application will support Z39.50 Type 1 queries which are Reverse Polish Notation
(RPN) queries.
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Preferred Presentation Format
The profile recommends a preferred presentation format for SUTRS records. For the SUTRS
records, formatting instructions for a preferred presentation format is a concern of the server.
The preferred presentation format is not intended to provide a structure for SUTRS records that
enables parsing. In addition, the profile will suggest, but not prescribe, display formats for GRS
and MARC records.
Schema
The GILS Profile specifies a GILS Schema that will be a registered object ...The GILS Schema
will use Schema-I elements and define additional elements as necessary. The profile will specify
tag types to identify which are Schema-I elements (Tag Type = 1) and which are additionally
defined elements of the GILS Schema (Tag Type = 2)... Schema elements can be nested and the
tagging notation will reflect the nesting...
Any well-known element will be assigned a numeric tag. GRS provides a flexibility that allows
additional information to be identified by elements, and these agency-defined elements will use
string-tags for identification. The string-tags in Core Elements that are not subfielded are agency
defined and are not well-known, and thus not defined in the GILS Schema
Element Sets
The profile specifies three Element Sets that GILS servers must support. Each Element Set
consisting of [the following] elements from the GILS Schema:
B -- contains at least Title, Control Identifier, Originator, Date Last Modified, and Local
Control Number
G -- contains all B Element Set elements and Cross References
F -- contains all elements available in the record.
CONCLUSION
I
...The goal of this research project is to ensure that the GILS Profile is implementable and usable,
and that implementations based on the Profile can interoperate and interwork. Achieving this goal
will serve the larger goals of the Government Information Loeator Service by providing a
standards-based, decentralized, network-accessible service through which the public will be able
to identify and locate Federal information resources. In addition, the GILS Profile provides the
means by which various implementors using a variety of computer platforms (clients and servers)
can develop products usable by Federal agencies and the public.
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